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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY  

Documentary Research 
 
The study site is located within a key section of the original 1804-1824 town. 
Research shows that these areas of central Newcastle has consistently been 
utilised for domestic and commercial use since the initial grants were allocated in 
1823. There has been a commercial focus since the initial development and, in the 
early phases, some record of domestic residences as well.  
 
Prior to 1823 the land was used as part of the convict settlement area, and as such 
makes the archaeological potential valuable. The burgeoning development of a 
commercial centre and industrial expansion of Newcastle, which Watt St had a 
pivotal role in, is reflected in the type and number of building modifications and uses 
of the site. 
 
Significance 
 
Through archaeological test excavation an 1830s or earlier samel brick footing was 
partly uncovered, demonstrating the early occupation of the site. Dependent on 
extent and condition, the early structure holds potential to provide information 
regarding the early development of the colony and Newcastle itself. Where initially 
perceived that considerable potential exists for intact subsurface profiles containing 
occupation deposits, test excavation has demonstrated that substantial truncation 
has occurred to the site during later developments, including the installation of 
services, cutting and levelling for new footings and concrete pavements. The 
impacts to the study area have rendered any archaeological features, including 
those formerly of potential state significance, present on the site to be considered of 
local significance, or neither of local or state significance. 
 
Physical Evidence 
 
Five test trenches were opened and excavated in order to identify the condition and 
extent of intact remains present across the study site. Of the five trenches 
excavated, two contained structures which were known from overlays of historical 
plans. Trench C presented evidence for a 1890s sandstock brick cesspit, while 
Trench E contained a 1830s or earlier samel brick footing and un-bonded sandstone 
feature. Both the sandstone feature and brick footing continued past the fringes of 
Trench E, and it could not be determined as to whether the sandstone feature 
formed a separate wall footing or part of a pavement or path for associated yard 
space. 
 
Recommendations 
 
It is recommended that this report be submitted to the Heritage Division 
accompanying an application for an S140 Excavation Permit. Under the auspices of 
this permit, it is proposed that a combination of monitoring and comprehensive 
excavation where required take place on the study site following the methodology 
provided in this report. 
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Figure 1.1 Study site, approximately outlined in red.  
  NSW Land and Property Information, Six Maps (accessed 19th June 

2014). 
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Figure 1.2 Current aerial of the study site, outlined in red.  

NSW Land and Property Information, Six Maps (accessed 19th June 
2014). 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 BACKGROUND 

Mr Paul Unicomb, on behalf of MBK Holdings Pty Limited has commissioned the 
Archaeological Management and Consulting Group to prepare an Interim 
Archaeological Assessment and S140 Permit Application for the site 11-15 Watt St, 
Newcastle. This document forms an interim report detailing the results of 
archaeological test excavation completed on the site under permit 2009/S140/12. 
The report conforms to Heritage Office Guidelines for Archaeological Assessment.1 
 

1.2 STUDY AREA 

The study site are those pieces of land described as Lot 202 in Land Titles Office 
Deposited Plan 748898, being 11-13 Watt Street, Newcastle; and Lot 1 DP 655319, 
being 15 Watt Street, Newcastle. The street address is known as 11-15 Watt Street, 
Newcastle, in the Parish of Newcastle, County of Northumberland. The study site is 
located within the Newcastle City Council Local Government Area. 
 

1.3 SCOPE 

This report does not consider the potential Aboriginal archaeology of the study site.  
However, any Aboriginal sites and objects are protected by the National Parks and 
Wildlife Act (see Section 1.5.2). 
 
The heritage value of the structures currently standing on the study site is not 
assessed as part of this report. 
 
The discovery of unknown and unassessed remains will require additional 
assessment. 
 

1.4 AUTHOR IDENTIFICATION 

This report was researched and written by Ivana Vetta and Kelly Strickland. This 
report was reviewed by Martin Carney. Test excavation was conducted by Martin 
Carney (Director), Ivana Vetta, Kevin Hickson, Jaki Baloh and Kelly Strickland. 
Photography was conducted by Vetta, Baloh and Strickland. Planning was 
conducted by Hickson.  
 
The main collections used included Mitchell Library, National Library of 
Australia, State Records of NSW, Hunter Photo Bank, Newcastle Region 
Library and the NSW Births, Deaths and Marriages Index.  
 

1.5 STATUTORY CONTROLS AND HERITAGE STUDIES 

1.5.1 NSW Heritage Act 1977 (as amended)  

The NSW Heritage Act 1977 affords automatic statutory protection to relics that form 
archaeological deposits or part thereof.  The Act defines relics as: 
 

Relic means any deposit, artefact, object or material evidence that: 

                                                
1 Heritage Office and Department of Urban Affairs and Planning (1996). 
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 (a)  relates to the settlement of the area that comprises New South Wales,  
       not being Aboriginal settlement, and 

   (b)  is of State or local heritage significance 

 
Sections 139 to 145 of the Act prevent the excavation or disturbance of land for the 
purpose of discovering, exposing or moving a relic, except by a qualified 
archaeologist to whom an excavation permit has been issued by the Heritage 
Council of NSW. 
 
1.5.2 National Parks and Wildlife Act (1974)  

The National Parks and Wildlife Act 1974 (as amended) affords protection to all 
Aboriginal objects and is governed by the NSW, Office of Environment and Heritage. 
These objects are defined as: 
 

any deposit, object or material evidence (not being a handicraft made for sale) relating 
to the Aboriginal habitation of the area that comprises New South Wales, being 
habitation before or concurrent with (or both) the occupation of that area by persons of 

non-Aboriginal extraction, and includes Aboriginal remains.2 

 
It is an offence to destroy Aboriginal objects or places without the consent of the 
Director-General.3 Section 86 discusses ‘Harming or desecration Aboriginal objects 
and Aboriginal places: 

 
(1) A person must not harm or desecrate an object that the person knows is an 

Aboriginal object. Maximum penalty:  
(a) in the case of an individual-2,500 penalty units or imprisonment for 1 year, or 

both, or (in circumstances of aggravation) 5,000 penalty units or 
imprisonment for 2 years, or both, or  

(b) in the case of a corporation-10,000 penalty units.  
(2) A person must not harm an Aboriginal object. Maximum penalty:  

(a) in the case of an individual-500 penalty units or (in circumstances of 
aggravation) 1,000 penalty units, or  

(b) in the case of a corporation-2,000 penalty units.  
(3) For the purposes of this section, "circumstances of aggravation" are:  

(a) that the offence was committed in the course of carrying out a commercial 
activity, or  

(b) that the offence was the second or subsequent occasion on which the 
offender was convicted of an offence under this section.  

This subsection does not apply unless the circumstances of aggravation were 
identified in the court attendance notice or summons for the offence.  

(4) A person must not harm or desecrate an Aboriginal place.  
Maximum penalty:  

(a) in the case of an individual-5,000 penalty units or imprisonment for 2 years, 
or both, or  

(b) in the case of a corporation-10,000 penalty units.  
(5) The offences under subsections (2) and (4) are offences of strict liability and the 

defence of honest and reasonable mistake of fact applies.  
(6) Subsections (1) and (2) do not apply with respect to an Aboriginal object that is 

dealt with in accordance with section 85A.  
(7) A single prosecution for an offence under subsection (1) or (2) may relate to a 

single Aboriginal object or a group of Aboriginal objects.  
(8) If, in proceedings for an offence under subsection (1), the court is satisfied that, at 

the time the accused harmed the Aboriginal object concerned, the accused did not 

                                                
2 Part 1 Section 5, National Parks and Wildlife Act 1974. 
3 Part 6 Section 90 (1) National Parks and Wildlife Act 1974. 
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know that the object was an Aboriginal object, the court may find an offence proved 

under subsection (2).4 

 

1.5.2.1 Due Diligence Code of Practice for the Protection of Aboriginal 
Objects in NSW 

In October 2010 DECCW, now Office of Environment and Heritage, introduced the 
“Due Diligence Code of Practice for the Protection of Aboriginal Objects in NSW”.5 
This code should be used by individuals or organisations who are contemplating 
undertaking activities which may harm Aboriginal objects.  
 
This code provides a process whereby a reasonable determination can be made as 
to whether or not Aboriginal objects will be harmed by an activity, whether further 
investigation is warranted and whether the activity requires an Aboriginal Heritage 
Impact Permit (AHIP) application.  
 
If through this or any other process that meets the standards of this code, such as 
an environmental impact assessment, you have already taken reasonable steps to 
identify Aboriginal objects in an area subject to a proposed activity and it is already 
known that Aboriginal objects will be harmed or are likely to be harmed by an 
activity, then an application should be made for an AHIP. Individuals or 
organisations who are contemplating undertaking activities which could harm 
Aboriginal objects should consult this code or engage the services of an 
appropriately qualified Archaeological consultant to carry out a due diligence study 
on any proposed development.  
 
This code of conduct was released in response to changes in the NPW Act which 
are outline below which now states “A person must not harm or desecrate an object 
that the person knows is an Aboriginal object” or that “A person must not harm or 
desecrate an Aboriginal place” (NPW Act, Amendment 2010). 
 
1.5.3 State Heritage Register and Inventory  

The NSW State Heritage Register or Inventory is a list which contains places, items 
and areas of heritage value to New South Wales. These places are protected under 
the New South Wales Heritage Act 1977.  
 
The study site is not listed on the State Heritage Register. The adjacent 
building (previously part of the study site) known as 68 Hunter Street, 
Newcastle, is listed in the State Heritage Inventory described as 'National 
Bank (Former)'; it is noted that "although not architecturally outstanding is 
significant townscape element".6 The study site falls within the "Newcastle City 
Conservation Area" also listed in the Inventory.7 
 
1.5.4 National Heritage List  

The National Heritage List is a list which contains places, items and areas of 
outstanding heritage value to Australia. This can include places and areas overseas 

                                                
4 Part 6 Section 86, National Parks and Wildlife Act 1974. 
5 DECCW, 
http://www.environment.nsw.gov.au/resources/cultureheritage/ddcop/10798ddcop.pdf  
6 NSW State Heritage Inventory Database Number 2170171.  
7 NSW State Heritage Inventory Database Number 2173904. 
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as well as items of Aboriginal significance and origin. These places are protected 
under the Australian Government's EPBC Act.  
 
The study site is not listed on the National Heritage List. 
 
1.5.5 Commonwealth Heritage List  

The Commonwealth Heritage List can include natural, Indigenous and historic 
places of value to the nation. Items on this list are under Commonwealth ownership 
or control and as such are identified, protected and managed by the federal 
government.  
 
The study site is not listed on the Commonwealth Heritage List. 
 
1.5.4 Newcastle City Centre Local Environmental Plan 2012 

The study site is not listed under Schedule 5 Part 1 – Heritage Items, however forms 
part of the "Newcastle City Centre Heritage Conservation Area – C5" under 
Schedule 5, Part 2 – Heritage Conservation Areas of this document. The 
conservation area is listed as of local significance within the Local Environment 
Plan.  
 
1.5.5 Newcastle Development Control Plan 2012 

The Newcastle Development Control Plan 2012 was revised and developed by 
Newcastle City Council in association with the Newcastle Local Environment Plan 
2012. The site is listed as part of the “Newcastle City Centre Conservation Area” 
within Section 5.07 – Heritage Conservation Areas. This forms the same 
conservation area as outlined within Newcastle Local Environment Plan 2012.  
 
1.5.6 Newcastle Archaeological Management Plan  

 
The Newcastle Archaeological Management Plan was prepared by Suters 
Architects in 1997 for the Newcastle City Council. The study site is listed as 
two separate items; the 'Archaeological Precinct' for both items is identified as 
'Convict Settlement' while the disturbance of all sites is identified as 'Low'.  
 
15 Watt St, Newcastle is described as 'Reid Allotment' in item 0034 and is 
identified as a site. 13 Watt St, Newcastle is also described as 'Reid Allotment' 
in item 0035 and identified as a site. 11 Watt St, Newcastle is wrongly 
identified as the 'Tide Waiter's Residence', item 0036; this site is located on 
the neighbouring property, 9 Watt St, Newcastle.8 
 

1.6 PREVIOUS ARCHAEOLOGICAL AND HERITAGE 
REPORTS 

1.6.1 Statement of Heritage Impact –  EJE Architects (February 
2008) 

A Statement of Heritage Impact was completed in February 2008 by EJE Heritage 
for the 'Proposed Redevelopment' of 11, 13-15 Watt Street and 68 Hunter Street 
Newcastle. The Historical Research for the SoHI was prepared by Hunter History 
Consultants, 'Site Histories: 11 Watt Street, Newcastle, 13-15 Watt Street 

                                                
8 Newcastle AMP (2007) 
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Newcastle, 68 Hunter Street, Newcastle' (May 2006), originally on behalf of Teece 
Architecture.  
 
This report was related to the items of built heritage on the study area and has been 
considered in part of the background research of the site. It should be noted that 68 
Hunter Street, Newcastle no longer forms part of the current redevelopment of the 
study site.  
 

1.6.2 Archaeological Assessment, Research Design, Excavation 
Methodology and Heritage Impact Statement –  AMAC Group 
(May 2009) 

AMAC Group completed an Archaeological Assessment in May 2009 for the 
'Proposed Redevelopment' of 11, 13-15 Watt Street and 68 Hunter Street 
Newcastle. Following an analysis of the study site, the results of the assessment 
proposed archaeological test excavation to identify the condition and nature of the 
various occupation phases.  
 
Archaeological test excavation was undertaken on the study site by AMAC Group 
between the 2nd and 4th June 2014. This report details the results of test excavation 
and future mitigation of the study site. . It should be noted that 68 Hunter Street, 
Newcastle no longer forms part of the current redevelopment of the study site.  
 
 

1.6  ACKNOWLEDGMENTS 

Paul Unicomb from MBK Holdings Pty Limited for all of his assistance during 
archaeological test excavation and reporting process.  
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2.0 SITE HISTORY 

2.1 HISTORY 

Pre European 
 
The group known to inhabit this area, prior to European occupation, were the 
Awabakal Aborigines.9 Archaeological sites at the heart of Newcastle CBD on the 
Hunter River attest to the population of the place at least after the last ice age.10 
Shortland, the first white man to record the location in any detail, reported when he 
visited the area in 1797 that an indigenous population already occupied the place 
later to be known as King’s Town then Newcastle. 
 
Newcastle 
 
Newcastle was officially discovered by Lieutenant Shortland in September 1797.11 
There was an attempt to create a settlement at Newcastle in 1801 and substantial 
investigation of the surrounding area was undertaken.  However, the settlement 
lasted only a matter of months.12 
 
In 1804, a group of convicts and soldiers were sent to settle the area and the town 
of Newcastle, originally named King’s Town, was proclaimed.13 The settlement was 
intended for convicts sentenced for a further felony or misdemeanour committed 
while in the colony.14 However, it was also intended to exploit the resources of the 
region, principally coal, timber, salt and lime.15 The population consisted of about 
100 people for the first few years and then, with rapid growth between 1815 and 
1821, increased to a total of 1051 people.16 
 
The main street of the convict settlement was High or George Street (now Watt 
Street) which ran from the wharf to the commandant’s house (Figure 2.1 - Figure 
2.3). The town was laid out in an irregular fashion around this.  Most of the first 
structures were built of timber, though from 1816, there was some brick-making and 
stone-quarrying for the construction of government buildings; a plan from 1818 
locates these government buildings including a Superintendents house that was 
constructed close to the study site (Figure 2.3).17  Until 1820, most of the convicts 
lived in huts built of timber and plaster with bark or shingle roofs.18 Many of these 
huts can be seen in early drawings of the town (Figure 2.1- Figure 2.2). 
 

                                                
9 CMP (2005) 10. 

10 Steele in AMAC (July 2002) 94. 
11 Bladen (1892-1901) Vol.3, pp.481-82.  Lieutenant John Shortland of the H.M.S. Reliance 
officially discovered the River on the 10th September, 1797, while en route to Port Stephens. 
12 Bladen (1892-1901) Vol.4, pp.404-409, 413-418, 447-453, 627-635; State Records NSW, 
A.O. Reel 6039 sz756, pp.73-83. 
13 State Records NSW, A.O. Reel 6039 sz756, p.283.  Newcastle is the name intended for 
the settlement at Coal Harbour and Hunters River in this document, dated September, 1804. 
14 Wood (1972) 1. 
15 Turner (1997b) 12. 
16 Turner (1997b) 12. 
17 Turner (1997b) 16. 
18 Turner (1997b) 17. 
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During this time the eastern side of the settlement was mostly used as a 
Government Farm, established to provide food for the nearby Government House19, 
though there is some suggestion that as early as 1804 military huts and cottages 
had been built in the area.20 In the early 1820s, the decision was made to open the 
Hunter Valley to free settlers.  As a result, in 1822, most of Newcastle’s convicts 
were moved to Port Macquarie.21  It was intended that Newcastle would become a 
port for the surrounding settlers.22  
 
In this period, Henry Dangar, the government surveyor, assessed Newcastle and 
laid out the town grid.23 Although Watt Street remained, there were substantial 
changes to the rest of the town and the new streets and allotments cut through 
many of the earlier buildings. By 1823 the town had been subdivided with allotments 
promised to the new free settlers by Sir Thomas Brisbane (Figure 2.6); in this year 
Allotment 2 was promised to Bingle and Robert Coram Dillin and Allotment 4 to 
David Maziere. It is in the location of these two allotments that the study site sits.  
 
By 1826, several public buildings had been erected, many under the auspices of 
Governor Macquarie. These buildings included an Engineers Store adjacent to the 
study site to the north and also a lumber yard and stores to the north, a watch house 
to the west and a Guard House to the east (Figure 2.7). 
 
In the 1830s the Australian Agricultural Company had been granted 2000 acres to 
the west of Newcastle for coal mining.24 This grant restricted the growth of the town, 
until the early 1850s, to land east of Brown Street25, while the town was bounded on 
the south by Church Street (Figure 2.6). The first military barracks were constructed 
from 1838-184326, to protect the now valuable coal resources27, and housed up to 
200 soldiers who policed the area until 1851 when the buildings were used to house 
the local police and as a boarding house. The late 1830s saw many of the town 
allotments for Newcastle officially granted; during this time Allotment 2 was given to 
James Reid while Allotment 4 was given to William Croasdill.  
 
From the late 1840s other companies opened coal mines around Newcastle.  These 
mines began to ship coal through the Port of Newcastle and the town became a 
centre for the smaller settlements around the mines.28 The following decades saw 
the expansion of the town with the opening of the Great Northern Railway Line and 
Newcastle Railway Station.29  In the 1850s, the Australian Agricultural Company 
began to subdivide and sell its land, which meant that the town could expand to the 
west.   
 
By the early 1850s, Watt Street had become the main artery of Newcastle with many 
properties along the street giving themselves over from residential to commercial 

                                                
19 CMP (2005) 10. 
20 CMP (2005) 18. 
21  Turner (1997b) 18. 

22  Turner (1997a) 12. 

23  Dangar (1828).  The engraving of Dangar’s earlier survey work was undertaken by J. 
Cross of London and published in August 1828; Australian Dictionary of Biography (1966) 
Volume 1: 279-80.  His original work in the Hunter was conducted in c1822-1824.  

24 Turner (1997b) 18; Bairstow (2003) 62-63, 121. 
25 Turner (1997b) 19.  
26 CMP (2005) 10. 
27 CMP (2005) 38. 
28 Turner (1997b) 19. 

29 “Newcastle City Centre – Second Fifty Years”. 
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use; the study site followed this trend with shops in existence on the site from the 
mid-1850s (Figure 2.10 - Figure 2.12). By the 1880s, according to Turner, the 
residents of inner Newcastle were mainly people engaged in the service industries, 
along with their families while the majority of miners lived in the surrounding mining 
townships.30 In 1885 the principal streets, including Church Street, had a few private 
residences, but Hunter and Watt and their cross streets were largely given over to 
retailing and commercial offices.  
 
During this time, the northern end of Watt Street had begun to be associated with 
businesses related to the booming local shipping industry. Offices were constructed 
on the study site to house various shipping and insurance companies like Dalgety & 
Co. Ltd who occupied the site for around two decades; other business included the 
Adelaide Steamship Company and later John Reid Ltd (Figure 2.30 - Figure 2.31; 
Figure 2.33). Associated with the growth of the shipping industry, many pubs were 
also established in the area in the 1880s, these included the Royal Standard Hotel 
which was located just south of the study site on Allotment 4 (now under the Hunter 
Street extension). 
 
Within the first decade of the twentieth century, there was a push to extend Hunter 
Street to the beach. By 1909 the Newcastle Borough Council had come to an 
arrangement with Anne Frances Shettle, daughter of Croasdill and sole owner of 
Allotment 4, through the site's tenant H. Lang (Shettle was residing in England at the 
time)31; the council resumed part of Allotment 4 and Shettle was compensated. By 
the end of 1909, Hunter Street had been extended (Figure 2.23; Figure 2.29).    
 
In the first part of the twentieth century, the collieries of the inner-city were closed 
and moved outside further away; this caused the movement of the population away 
from Newcastle.  The opening of the BHP steel works in about 1915 brought people 
back to the city however the character of the area had forever changed. The 
northern part of Watt Street continued to maintain its commercial character and its 
associations with the local shipping industry.  
 

                                                
30 Turner (1997b) 23. 

31 Land Titles Office, Book 901 No. 954 
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2.2 ORIGINAL GRANT 

The site was first promised to Robert Coram Dillin and John Bingle in 1823 by Sir 
Thomas Brisbane.  
 
Robert Coram Dillin migrated to Australia in 1821 per Jessie in search of 
opportunities.32 Dillin immediately set out in trade and was soon aligned with one 
John Bingle (1776-1882)33, who also arrived in the colony in 1821 (he was second 
Officer on the Minerva).  In 1822 Bingle and Dillin took passage to Newcastle; Bingle 
sought discharge from his post at the same time.34   
 
In 1824 Bingle married a woman named Mary Cross; they had three children, one 
son John Raydon and two daughters. He was a prominent member of the early 
community, the first court-house in Scone was built by him in 1832, and he served 
on the bench of magistrates for over twenty years.  After some political dispute and 
subsequent charge he was acquitted and returned to England in 1837.35 Bingle was 
also associated in partnerships John Atkinson, who also was in association with 
John Macqueen, and Charles Pritchett allotment holders and early traders in 
Newcastle.36  
 
Dillin and Bingle in partnership were promised two allotments just behind the 
waterfront allotments in Newcastle. Dillin it seems had left his family at home during 
his exploratory trip, and once established sent for them.  While it is not entirely clear, 
it appears that his wife was deceased before the trip was made.  In 1823 Elizabeth, 
Dillin and two girls Margaret and Mary U Dillon arrived in the colony per Francis and 
these appear to have been Robert C Dillin’s mother and daughters.   
 
Both of Dillin’s daughters married in 1826; his daughter Mary married Alexander 
Livingstone whom Dillin had met on voyage from England and had been granted the 
land later to house the famous 'Ship Inn'; his other daughter Margaret married 
Robert James Sutherland.37  In 1828, Elizabeth and Margaret are listed as residing 
at Darling Harbour with the Livingstone family. Robert C. Dillin died in 1841 and 
Elizabeth Dillin in 1846.  
 
The next transfer of land was made from Robert Coran Dillin to Phillip Cavanagh 
and John Robson for ₤589.38  
 

'All and singular the land ground house warehouse outhouse buildings and 
sheds the property of the said Robert Coram Dillin situate lying and being in 
George Street in the Town of Newcastle in the Territory of one said and known 

                                                
32 Census of 1828, p 122 
State Records of New South Wales, Colonial Secretary Index, 1788-1825 
33 BDM 10899/1882 
34 Census of 1828, p 122 
State Records of New South Wales, Colonial Secretary Index, 1788-1825 
35 John Bingle: Australian Dictionary of Biography  
36  AMAC ‘Archaeological Assessment – 45 Bolton St, Newcastle’ September 2003. 
37 BDM, V182688 10/1826 
Sutherland arrived free by the Admiral Cockburn in 1822 (from Van Diemans Land), and 
applied for land in the Hunter river in 1824.  He is not listed in the Census of 1828 and 
cannot be located in the 1820s after the Birth of his son Robert in 1827.   
38 Land Titles Office, Book B No. 343 
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by the name of Number Two allotment together with all waters watercourses 

&c--------------'39 

 
Cavanagh was recommended as a free settler in 1821 and the following year was 
appointed as the Deputy Surveyor General. In 1825 he became the Assistant 
Surveyor of Sydney and at the end of that same year was sent to Van Dieman’s 
Land to distribute land grants. John Robson came per Henry in 1823 and had 
originally been a clerk.40 A month after purchasing Allotment 2, Cavanagh and 
Robson sold the land to Frederick Boucher for ₤800.41  
 
Boucher (1801-1873) came to New South Wales in around 1823 and by May 1825 
was one of the first store-keepers at Newcastle. During this time he became 
involved in a business partnership with Captain William Powditch moving produce 
up and down the river. The partnership dissolved when Boucher was accused of 
forgery. Boucher returned to England in 1834 secondary to issues associated with 
his dubious business practices and while in London became the provisional 
secretary of the new Bank of Australasia. Various questionable business practices 
followed him through time.42 He was in possession of Allotment 2 for only two years 
and in 1830 it was sold back to Phillip Cavanagh for ₤150043; by the end of 1830 
Cavanagh had sold the allotment to James Brindley Bettington for ₤700.44  
 
Bettington arrived in the colony in 1827 on the Ionia and quickly proceeded to 
establish himself as a renowned horse and sheep breeder and businessman. He 
became a shipping agent and magistrate and was a member of the Agricultural and 
Horticultural Society. He owned parcels of land on the outskirts of Sydney also, and 
in 1830 married Rebecca Lawson, together they had three sons and three 
daughters. Through his father-in-law he joined the directorate of the Bank of New 
South Wales. Mr. Bettington died in 1857 in Plymouth, England.45 In 1835, 
Bettington sold Allotment 2 to Lieutenant James Reid; this allotment would remain in 
the Reid family for close to a century.  
 
In 1838, James Reid was officially granted Allotment 2 along with several other 
allotments in Newcastle. The land is described as: 
 

'…in the Town of Newcastle, Parish of Newcastle, County of Northumberland 
in Our Colony. Allotment number two, bounded on the west by one chain and 
thirty links of the East side of Watt Street bearing north seven degrees east; 
on the north by two chains and twenty-five links of the south boundary line of 
W. Scott’s purchased allotment unnumbered, bearing east seven degrees 
south; on the east by a line dividing it from allotment one bearing south seven 
degrees west one chain and thirty links; and on the south by a line dividing it 
from allotment number four bearing west seven degrees north, two chains and 
twenty five links to Watt Street. Being the allotment located to Monsieurs 
Bingle and Dillon his Excellency Sir Thomas Brisbane, on or about the second 
October 1823 and now granted to the said James Reid, in accordance with 
this Report on Case Number 250 made on the 16th day of November 1838 by 

the Commissioners appointed under the Act of the Colonial Legislature'46  

                                                
39 Land Titles Office, Book B No. 343 
40 State Records of New South Wales, Colonial Secretary Index, 1788 – 1825,  
41 Land Titles Book B No. 502 
42 Boucher (Family) Frederick: Australian Dictionary of Biography  
43 Land Titles Book C No. 279 
44 Land Titles Book D No. 236 
45 Boucher (Family) Frederick: Australian Dictionary of Biography  
46 Serial 48 No. 84 
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Reid owned large amounts of land in Newcastle and the Hunter including Rosebank 
at Maitland. Nearby, on the corner of Watt and Church St he built Macquarie House, 
at the time one of the grandest homes in Newcastle while he also came to own the 
hotel on Watt Street known as the Caledonian. Through time Mr Reid was involved 
in local politics and became a prominent businessman and important in stimulating 
the local economy that helped to establish Newcastle as a thriving industrial centre. 
By 1860, he had returned to England, the depression of the early 1840s affected 
him, as well as other landowners in the new colony. 
 

2.3 SUBSEQUENT OWNERS AND OCCUPANTS 

In his will of 1876, James Reid left the allotment to his daughter Rosanna and son-
in-law Alexander Ogilvie Grant in his will, and was subsequently divided amongst 
their children.47 The Grant’s had nine children, and the allotment was divided and 
leased over the succeeding years. James Reid died in December of 1878.48 
 
Details in the Council Rates books, first established in 1860 by Newcastle’s Borough 
Council49 trace the progression of the early commercial use of Allotment 2. Early 
tenants of the site include W.Whyte, a butcher, Archibald Hay, a cabinet maker,50 
Thomas Wilson, James Wylie, a baker, and William Broadhurst.51 By 1868, many of 
these occupants had moved on with Ann Wylie taking over her husband’s bakery 
business and W.A Sparke replacing Whyte as the butcher.52 
 
Rates taken from the 1878-1879 show Mrs Wylie still operating the bakers and 
Sparke still occupying the butcher; aside from this Andrew Shaws is listed as a 
Greengrocer also on the site.53 By 1880 Sparke and Wylie were still running their 
businesses however Mrs Johnstone is listed as fruiterer while A.Shaw is listed as 
dealer with Ahu Chu and Hop War and Co., listed as cabinetmakers.54  
 
W.A. Sparke was born in Christchurch in NSW in 1832 and married Elizabeth Tighe 
in 185755; together they had 7 children.56 Through time he progressed to owning a 
series of properties that were utilised as offices or stables; although Sparke leased 
the property from Grant, he appears to have helped manage the Watt Street site on 
behalf of the absentee landlord. After the death of Alexander Ogilvie Grant in 189157 
ownership of the site was given to his children, Anna Lucy Harris, Charles Ed, 
Eleanor Rose Thompson, Emma Adelaide, Alexander Ogilvie, Gilbert William, 
Francis Garforth, Ethel Macartney Aspinwell and HAJ Grant.58 

                                                
47 Land Titles Office Book 758 No. 197 
48 Land Titles Office Book 758 No. 197 
49 Newcastle City Rates Books, Newcastle Regional Library, Valuers Assessments 1860-
1861 – AB5418 
50 Hunter History Consultants (May 2006), p.7 
51 Newcastle City Rates Books, Newcastle Regional Library, Valuers Assessments 1860-
1861 – AB5418 
52 Hunter History Consultants (May 2006), p.8 
53 Newcastle City Rates Books, Newcastle Regional Library, Valuers Assessments 1860-
1861 – AB5418 
54 Knaggs Newcastle Nautical Almanac 1880, p 233 
55 www.familysearch.org 
56 BDM: 13005/1867, 15243/1869, 10695/1861, 11628/1864, 9700/1860, 15471/1873, 
10082/1858 
57 Ibid. 
58 Land Titles Office Book 758 No. 197 
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In 1884, Alexander Shedden, a local business man and later alderman for the 
Newcastle Council, acquired permission to redevelop part of Allotment 2 and 
adjacent Allotment 4 to create the Great Northern Chambers.59 After the 
redevelopment of the site into offices in 1885, Dalgety & Co. occupied a large 
portion of the offices. Dalgety & co. was founded by Frederick Gonnerman Dalgety 
who, along with three other business partners; Frederick Du Croz (in London), C. 
Ibbotson (in Geelong, Victoria) and James Blackwood (in Melbourne), started the 
company in order to export Australian produce back to England. The company was 
extremely successful and by 1887 had ten partners and was operating out of 
Victoria, NSW, Queensland and Western Australia. This company was pivotal in the 
expansion of Australia's agricultural export industry.60 
 
By 1905, Alexander Ogilvie Grant, son of Rosanna and Alexander O. Grant, a bank 
clerk in Sydney, had obtained the shares of Allotment 2 held by his brothers and 
sisters except for one which had been passed to his niece and nephew, Kathleen 
Annie Amelia Grant and Henry Alexander Readford Grant, a bank clerk in 
Queensland, after the death of their father HAJ Grant.  
 
Until 1915, Allotment 2 had been owned by the Grant family; in that year the 
property was purchased by shipping agents Mark Christian and John Christian 
Reid.61 Their father, John Reid Senior was an early owner of shipping and insurance 
agencies in Newcastle, and of no relationship to James Reid the original owner.62 
Their business was located at 11 Watt Street. Under the ownership of the Reids, 
subdivision of the allotment, as well as adjacent Allotment 4, saw changes to the 
size of the allotment although the owners and occupants remained relatively 
consistent. 
 
In 1921, John and Mark Reid sold a section of the southern part of Allotment 2 to the 
Adelaide Steamship Company.63 The Adelaide Steamship Company was formed in 
1875 and was liquidated twice, in 1900 and 1920; the purchase was after the 
second liquidation and reconstruction. This was a significant period of growth in the 
company’s history. In 1977 the company became involved in investment and 
property ownership and the company’s interest in shipping ceased.64 Prior to this 
ownership, rates records show that A. E. Hursh occupied an office in the name of 
the Adelaide Shipping Co in 189365, this continued until the eventual purchase of 
the building as described above.  
 
John Christian Reid died in 1932 and the property was sold to the business 
established by his father John Reid Ltd by Mark Reid in 1934. Mark Reid continued 
trading from 11 Watt Street until his death in 1949,66 as did his descendants67 until 
1971 where it was transferred to the Newcastle Tattersall’s Club.  
 

                                                
59 Newcastle Morning Herald, 3 June 1885, p3 col 2 
60 Frederick Gonnerman Dalgety: Australian Dictionary of Biography 
61 Land Titles Office Vol 2626 Fol. 18 & 19  
62 Hunter History Consultants (May 2006) p12 
63 Land Titles Vol 2626 Fol 18 & 19, Vol 3251 Fol 51, 146, 147 
64 Guide to Australian Business Records Website  
http://www.gabr.net.au/biogs/ABE0002b.htm 
65 Newcastle City Rates Books, Newcastle Regional Library, Valuers Assessments 1893 – 
AB5425 
66 BDM 13088/1949 
67 Hunter History Consultants (May 2006) p19 
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Table 2.1 – Land Title 
 
Allotment 2 
 
Date Owner/Occupier Reference 

2 Oct 1823 Allocated to Bingle and Robert Coram Dillin  
by his Excellency Sir Thomas Brisbane 

 

18-19 Feb 
1828 

Memorial to be Registered to: 
From: Robert Coram Dillin 
 
To: Philip Cavanagh and John Robson 
 
₤589 

Book B No. 
343 

20-21 Mar 
1828 

Memorial to be Registered to: 
From: Philip Cavanagh and John Robson 
 
To: Frederick Boucher 
 
₤800 

Book B No. 
502 

3-4 Jan 1830 Lease and Release 
From: Frederick Boucher 
 
To: Philip Cavanagh  
 
₤1500 

Book C No 
279 

20-21 Dec 
1830 

Lease and Release 
From: Philip Cavenagh 
 
To: James Brindley Bettington 
 
₤700 

Book D No 
236 

3-4 Jun 1835 Absolute Conveyance 
From: James Brindley Bettington 
 
To: James Reid 
 
₤400 

Book H No. 
623 

22 Dec 1838 Gant to: James Reid 
 
₤1 18s 4p and 19s 2p paid yearly 

Serial 48 
No. 84 

25th-26th Aug 
1843 

Settlement by Lease and Release 
James Reid (of the first part), Roseanna Reid (his wife of 
the second part) with William Innes and John Hawke 
Valentine Turner (trustees pf the 3rd part) 
 
Allotment 2 
 
46 perches (as well as Lots 7,8 and 29) 

Book 5 No 
288 
 

13 Jul 1876 Will of James Reid 
 
Allotment 2, amongst others, to be left to his daughter 
Roseanna Amelia and son-in-law Alexander Ogilvie Grant 
and divided amongst their children 

Bk 758 No 
197 

22 Nov 1876 Codicil to Will of James Reid Vol 1610 
Fol 105, 
106, 107 

4 Dec 1878 Death of James Reid Bk 758 No 
197 
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Date Owner/Occupier Reference 

26 Feb 1884 Will of Alexander Ogilvie Grant 
 
Allotment 2, amongst others, to be left to his children: Anna 
Lucy Harris (and Edgar Arnold Harris), Charles Ed of 
Dungog, clerk, Eleanor Rose Thompson of North Sydney, 
widow, Emma Adelaide of Burwood, Spinster, Alexander 
Ogilvie of Burwood, Bank Clerk, Gilbert William of Broken 
Hill, Hotel Proprietor, Francis Garforth of Rockhampton, 
Ethel Macartney Aspinwell (wife of John Edward, bank 
Clerk) and HAJ Grant 

Bk 758 No 
197 

28 Feb 1888 Amendment of will of Alexander Ogilvie Grant 
 
After death of HAJ Grant, will changed to give his share to 
his children, Kathleen Annie Amelia and Henry Alexander 
Readford. 

Bk 758 No 
197 

12 May 1891 Death of Alexander Ogilvie Grant Bk 758 No 
197 

19 Jul 1892 Lease to 
Dalgety and Co Ltd  

Vol 1610 
Fol 105, 
106, 107 

13 Jun 1900 Lease to 
- Mary Hannah Abel of Newcastle  
- Isaac Banks and Everest Henry Banks of Newcastle, 

contractors 
- Castlemaine Brewery and Wood Brothers and Company 

of Newcastle NSW Ltd 

Vol 1610 
Fol 105, 
106, 107 

25 May 1905 Alexander Ogilvie Grant of Sydney, Bank Clerk (8/9 share), 
Henry Alexander Readford Grant, of Brisbane, 
Queensland Bank Clerk (1/18 share) and  
Kathleen Annie Amelia Grant of Warren, Spinster (1/18 
share) 
 
Part Allotment 2 
1 rood and 5 ½ perches. Also Allotments 7, 8, 9 and 10. 

Vol 1610 
Fol 105, 
106, 107 

 
Part of Allotment 2 
Lot 1 DP 655319 
 
Date Owner/Occupier Reference 

27 Jan 1910 Lease to  
Dalgety and Company Ltd 

Vol 2626 
Fol 18 & 19 

26 Nov 1915 Transfer 
From: Alexander Ogilvie Grant, Kathleen Annie Amelia 
Grant and Henry Alexander Readford Grant 
 
To: John Christian Reid of Newcastle, Shipping Agent and 
Mark Christian Reid 
1 rood and ½ perches 

Vol 2626 
Fol 18 & 19 

15 Nov 1921 Transfer 
From: John Christian Reid and Mark Christian Reid 
 
To: Adelaide Steamship Company Ltd of part.  

Vol 2626 
Fol 18 & 19 
Vol 3251 
Fol 51, 146, 
147 

19 Mar 1935 Lease to: W.E. Smith Limited Vol 3251 
Fol 51 

17 Mar 1960 Adelaide Steamship Company Ltd 
 

Vol 7869 
Fol 175 
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Date Owner/Occupier Reference 

5 Jan 1963 Transfer 
From: Adelaide Steamship Company Ltd 
 
To: Phoenix Assurance Company Ltd 

Vol 7869 
Fol 175 

23 Jan 1964 Lease 
Adelaide Steamship Company Ltd 

Vol 7869 
Fol 175 

16 Nov 1964 Lease 
Dobell Pty Ltd 

Vol 7869 
Fol 175 

1 Mar 1968 Lease 
Imperial Typewriter Sales Pty Ltd 

Vol 7869 
Fol 175 

15 Jul 1968 Lease 
Adelaide Steamship Company Ltd 

Vol 7869 
Fol 175 

23 May 1973 Lease 
Adelaide Steamship Company Ltd 

Vol 7869 
Fol 175 

17 Sep 1973 Lease 
John Maurice Robson and Brian Kenneth Richard and 
Terrence William Haggarty 

Vol 7869 
Fol 175 

 
Part of Allotment 2 
Lot 202 DP 748898 

 
 

Date Owner/Occupier Reference 

20 Mar 1923 John Christian Reid, of Newcastle, Shipping agent, Mark 
Christian Reid of Newcastle, Merchant 

Vol 3431 
Fol 241, 
242 

17 April 1934 Transfer: 
From: John Christian Reid 
 
To: Mark Christian Reid 

Vol 3431 
Fol 241, 
242 

17 April 1934 Transfer: 
From: Mark Christian Reid and Mark Christian Reid 
 
To: John Reid Ltd 

Vol 3431 
Fol 241, 
242 

18 May 1934 John Reid Ltd 
 
24 ¾ Perches  

Vol 4623 
Fol 162 

23 Feb 1939 Lease to: Wayes Brothers Sydney Ltd of ground floor offices Vol 4623 
Fol 162 

24 Aug 1971 Transfer to: 
W?. Scott Smith of Belmont, Managing Clerk, Harold 
Alexander McMann of Merewether, retired 

Vol 4623 
Fol 162 

17 Mar 1986 Transfer to: 
Donald Hunter Markey, Reeg Chambers 

Vol 4623 
Fol 162 
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Table 2.2 – Council Rates 
 
1860 – 1861 
(AB 5418) 
Allot 
No 

Rated 
Person 

Owner 
Landlord 

Description Floors Rooms Gross  
An Val 
£ 

    2 W. Whyte James Reid Warehouse brick 
shingled 

2      52 

    2 Archibald Hay James Reid House wood 
shingled 

2 5     39 

    2 Thomas 
Wilson 

James Reid Shop wood shingled 1 5     52 

    2 Archibald Hay James Reid Shop wood shingled 1 2     40 

    2 James Wylie James Reid Shop wood shingled 1 6     75 

    2 Wm 
Broadhurst 

James Reid Shop wood shingled 1 2     40 

 
1868 
(AB 5367) 
Rated Person Lessee Owner 

 

W.A Sparke  James Reid 

Andrew Shaw W.A Sparke James Reid 

Mungo Brown  James Reid 

A.W. Sparke  James Reid 

Mrs Wylie  James Reid 

Henry Dowling  James Reid 

John Haynes  W. Croasdill 

John Rodgers  W. Croasdill 

Mr Harlingden  W. Croasdill 

Timothy Boughton?  W. Croasdill 

 
1878 – 1879 
(AB 5421) 
Occupier Lessee Owner Description Gross  

An Val 
£ 

Mrs Wylie  A.O. Grant Bakers Shop & Dwelling   78 

Andrew Shaws W. Sparke A.O. Grant Greengrocers Shop & dwelling   31.4 

W.A. Sparke W. Sparke A.O. Grant Butchers shop, store & stables   52 

J Clarke W Sparke A.O. Grant Sailcroft   19.10 

 
1880 
(Knaggs’ Newcastle Nautical Almanac) 
Occupier 

W.A. Sparke, Butcher 

Mrs Wylie, Baker 

Mrs Johnstone, Fruiterer 

Ahu Chu, cabinetmakers 

Hop War and Co., cabinetmakers 

C. Chadwick., Royal Standard Hotel 
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1889 
(AB 5422) 
Occupier Owner Description Rooms Gross  

An Val £ 

H.R. Cheek W.A. Sparke 2 Offices   2   156 

Empty W.A. Sparke Office   1     52 

H.A. Oxley W.A. Sparke Nth Qld Insurances   1     26 

G.O. Hyde W.A. Sparke 4 Offices   4   104 

C. Saunders W.A. Sparke 2 Offices   2     52    

J.M. Rooke W.A. Sparke Store & Stable      78 

E. Scott W.A. Sparke Livery Stables      26 

W. Sharpe J. Sheddon Newcastle Club   5   150 

Earp Gillam J. Sheddon 3 Offices   3   120 

W. Sharpe J Sheddon 3 Offices   3   234 

T Young Crosdaile Royal Standard hotel 17   208 

 
1890 
(AB 5423) 
Occupier Owner Description Rooms Gross  

An Val £ 

H.R. Cheek W.A. Sparke Offices   2   156 

R. Thomas W.A. Sparke Offices   1     52 

H. Oxley W.A. Sparke Offices   1     26 

G. Sanders W.A. Sparke Offices   2     52 

G.O. Hyde W.A. Sparke Offices   4   104 

J. Rooke W.A. Sparke Store & Stables      78 

E. Scott W.A. Sparke Stables      26 

W.B.  Sharpe Shedden Club   5   150 

W.B. Sharpe Shedden Federal Bank offices   3   120 

T. Young Crosdaile Royal Standard Hotel 17   208 

 
1891 
(AB 5424) 
House 
No 

Occupier Owner Description Rooms Gross  
An Val £ 

5 H.R. Cheek W.A. Sparke Gibb, Bright & Co 
Offices 

  2   156 

7 Percy Smith W.A. Sparke Office   2     58.10 

7 Empty W.A. Sparke Office   1     26 

7 Berger Rooke 
& Co 

W.A. Sparke 2 Offices   4   104 

7 Geo Sanders 
& Son 

W.A. Sparke Office   2    52 

7 J. Rooke & Co W.A. Sparke Iron Store & Stables   2    78 

7 Edward Scott W.A. Sparke Stables     52 

9 C.H. Peddar Crosdaile Est Federal Bank offices   3   120 

13-17 W.B. Sharpe Crosdaile Est Dalgety & Co Offices   3   234 

13-17 W.B. Sharpe Crosdaile Est Newcastle Club   5   208 

19 Thos Young Crosdaile Est Royal Standard Hotel 17   208 
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1893 
(AB 5425) 

House 
No 

Occupier Owner Description Rooms Gross  
An Val £ 

5 T. Phillips W. Sparke Est Brick office (Gibbs 
Bright) 

 2 125 

 P Smith W. Sparke Est Brick Office  2   58.10 

 F. Croft W. Sparke Est Brick Office  1   19.10 

 Empty W. Sparke Est Brick Office  3   78 

 G. Saunders W. Sparke Est Brick Office  1   13 

 Empty W. Sparke Est Brick Office  1   13 

 Sorby W. Sparke Est Store    78 

 E. Scott W. Sparke Est Stables    26 

 S. Field W. Sparke Est Stables    26 

11 A.E. Hursh 
(Adelaide 
Shipping Co) 

Crosdaile Est Brick Offices  3 104 

13-17 W.B. Sharpe 
(Dalgety & Co) 

Crosdaile Est Brick Offices  8 416 

19 T Young Crosdaile Est Royal Standard Hotel 17 208 

 
1894  
(AB 5426) 
House 
No 

Occupier Owner Description Rooms Gross  
An Val £ 

5 Gibbs Bright & 
Co 

W. Sparke Est Brick office    3 125 

 G. Saunders W. Sparke Est Brick Office   1   13 

 Empty W. Sparke Est Brick Office   1   13 

 Chaffoler & 
Hyde 

W. Sparke Est Brick Office   1   18.4 

 West Burwod W. Sparke Est Brick Office   1   18.4 

 Empty W. Sparke Est Brick Office   1   15.12 

 Nth Qld Ins Co W. Sparke Est Brick Office   1   20.16 

 Sorby & Co Crosdaile Est Brick & Iron Store    65 

 S. Field Crosdaile Est Brick Stables   

11 A.E. Hursh 
(Adelaide 
Shipping Co) 

Crosdaile Est Brick Offices   2  

13-17 W.B. Sharpe 
(Dalgety & Co) 

Crosdaile Est Brick Offices 12  

19 T Young Crosdaile Est Royal Standard Hotel 
wood 

18 205 

 
1895 
(AB 5427) 
House 
No 

Occupier Owner Description Gross  
An Val £ 

5 Gibbs Bright & Co N/C PI&B Society Brick office  100 

7 G. Ralston N/C PI&B Society Brick Office   18.4 

7 G. Saunders N/C PI&B Society Brick Office   13 

7 Empty N/C PI&B Society Brick Office   13 

7 Wells N/C PI&B Society Brick Office   15.12 
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House 
No 

Occupier Owner Description Gross  
An Val £ 

7 Sneddon Andrew N/C PI&B Society 2 Brick Office   18.4 

7 Empty N/C PI&B Society Brick Office   15.12 

7 Cuthbertson N/C PI&B Society Brick Office   19.10 

11 Ed Scott Crosdaile Est Wood Stable   15.12 

11 Sorby & Co Crosdaile Est Iron Store   65 

11 Sam Field Crosdaile Est Brick Stable   26 

11 Adelaide Steam Ship N/C PI&B Society Brick office 104 

13-17  (Dalgety & Co) N/C PI&B Society Brick Offices 412 

19 T Young Crosdaile Est Brick Hotel 150 

 
1897 
(AB 5429) 
House 
No 

Occupier Owner Description Gross  
An Val £ 

5 Gibbs Bright & Co Sparke Est Brick office    80 

7 Adelaide S S Sparke Est Iron Store   65 

7 G. Saunders Sparke Est Iron Store 104 

7 Cuthbertson Sparke Est Brick Office   20.16 

7 G Croft Spark Est Brick Office   12.10 

11 Gwyne West Sparke Est Photo Studio   31.4 

 G Sanders & Son Sparke Est Office   13 

13 to G Ralston Sparke Est Evening Star   13 

17 Dalgety & Co Crosdaile Est Brick Offices 412 

19 Elizabeth Davis Crosdaile Est Shops Brick   65 

 
1900 
(AB 5432) 
House 
No 

Occupier Owner Lessee Description Gross  
An Val £ 

 Union S S Co Grant Est  Brick office    52 

 Empty Grant Est  Brick Office (6)   52 

 Wm Hodgson Grant Est  Brick Office     7.16 

 Wm Edgar Grant Est  Brick Office   10.18 

 Temple West Grant Est  Studio   10.18 

 T Croft Grant Est  Brick Office   18.4 

Off 
Watt 
St 

Sorby Grant Est  Iron Store 115 

 Adelaide SS Grant Est Dalgety Brick Office 256 

 Dalgety & Co Crosdaile & 
Grant Est 

 Iron Workshop   39 

 T.H. Cowan Crosdaile Est  W B Shop   20.16 

 Paul Ashton Crosdaile Est  W B House )  

  Crosdaile Est  ‘Dining Room’  ) 65 
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1902 
(AB 5434) 
House 
No 

Occupier Owner Lessee Description Gross  
An Val £ 

 Union S S Co Grant Est  Brick offices    52 

 Temple West Grant Est  Marine Studio   62.8 

 T Croft Grant Est  Brick Office   19.10 

Off Watt St 
east side 

Sorby Grant Est  Iron Store 104 

Watt St Adelaide SS Grant Est Dalgety Brick Office   67.10 

 J Reid Grant Est Dalgety Brick Office   60 

 Dalgety & Co Grant Est Dalgety Brick Offices 206 

 Wein & Herrite Crosdaile 
Est 

 W B House  100 

Off Watt St 
east side 

T&W Cowan Crosdaile 
Est 

 Workshop   31.4 

Watt St 
east side 

Sam Beale Crosdaile 
Est 

S Field Fruit Shop   46.16 

 
1921 – 1931 
(AB 3322) 
House 
No 

Occupier Owner Description Unimproved 
Capital Value 

9-11 J&M Reid  Offices, garage    8835 

13-15 Adelaide SS Co  Offices   4900 

 
1931 – 1934 
(AB 3352) 
House 
No 

Occupier Owner Description Unimproved 
Capital Value 

9-11 J&M Reid  Offices, garage    8835 

13-15 Adelaide SS Co  Offices   4900 

 
1934 – 1937 
(AB 3388) 
House 
No 

Occupier Owner Description Unimproved 
Capital Value 

9-11 J&M Reid  Offices, garage    6796 

13-15 Adelaide SS Co  Offices   4770 

 
1937 – 1939 
(AB 3428) 
House 
No 

Occupier Owner Description Unimproved 
Capital Value 

9-11 J&M Reid  Offices, garage    6796 (1937) 
  9400 (1939) 

13-15 Adelaide SS Co  Offices     4770 (1937)     
    6400 (1939)       
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2.4 DEVELOPMENT 

The study site is located fronting one of the oldest streets in Newcastle and 
development on the site potentially occurred in the earliest days of the convict 
settlement. Watt Street, formerly George Street, ran from the wharf to the 
commandant’s house and acted as the main artery through the new settlement; the 
study site’s proximity to the wharf made it ideal for development. Drawings from as 
early as 1812 (Figure 2.1) depict huts all along Watt Street, off set from the street 
and most likely constructed of timber68, these convict built huts are similarly 
displayed in other drawings dated to 1818, 1820, 1821 and possibly 1828 (Figure 
2.2; Figure 2.4 - Figure 2.5; Figure 2.8); although these drawings are unlikely to be 
accurate, it does demonstrate that development on the study site was potentially 
occurring as early as 1812.  
 
From 1816, there was some brick-making and stone-quarrying for the construction 
of government buildings.69 Until 1820, most of the convicts lived in huts built of 
timber and plaster with bark or shingle roofs. There were 71 dwellings of this sort in 
Newcastle by 1820.  
 
These seem to have been governed differently from those constructed in 
Parramatta; where the huts in Parramatta seem to adhere to a regimented method 
of construction with well-defined alignment and measurements, the huts of 
Newcastle appear to have been less formal and of different sizes and not 
necessarily aligned. The reason for this difference is unclear and it is possible that 
certain convicts in Newcastle were allowed to construct their own houses to satisfy 
their needs. It is known that the huts were then replaced with barracks, for the 
accommodation of most of the convicts.70 
 
A convict, Slater, wrote, in a ‘letter’ published in England, of the town from the 
perspective of the felons, as a place usually for secondary punishment. He notes the 
few major public buildings were of a lesser status than those in Sydney and 
 

….the poor prisoners houses are but indifferent buildings built of timber and 

mortar plastered against them.71 

 
The Naval surgeon, Peter Cunningham, who was granted land in the Hunter in 
1825, described the town just after the convict period thus 

 
Few except the government houses are worthy of much notice being chiefly 
small detached cottages of brick or wood, presenting no very imposing 

appearance72. 

 
A plan from 1818, depicting public buildings, shows a structure labelled ‘the 
Superintendents House’ on what was to become Allotment 2 (Figure 2.3). It appears 
that Sergeant John Evans was made Superintendent of Convicts and Public Works 

                                                
68 It should be noted that very little is known about these houses and very little 
archaeological evidence has been found to confirm the construction type and location of 
these buildings. 
69 Turner (1997b) p16. 
70 Turner (1997b) p17. 
71 Slater (1819). John Slater was a real convict who arrived by the Larkin in 1817. He 
correctly relates the name and dates of passage of his ship in the ‘letter’. 
72 Cunningham (1827) p.147-48. Presumably c1825-1827. 
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in January 1819,73 and it is presumed that this building was his residence.74 This 
building is a consistent feature of plans of Newcastle until 1917 though its function 
appears to change somewhat over the next century.  
 
Following the opening of Newcastle to free settlers, the land along Watt Street was 
subdivided in the 1820s and Land Titles show that as early as 1823, the land 
containing the study site, Allotment 2 and 4 (not part of the study site), had been 
promised to Bingle and Dillin, and Maziere respectively (see Table 2.1).  
 
A plan from 1830 is one of the earliest to depict in detail the buildings on the study 
site (Figure 2.9). The Superintendent’s house from the 1818 plan is still standing at 
the rear of Allotment 2 facing north however it is no longer labelled as the 
Superintendent’s residence as by this stage Newcastle was a free settlement and 
the building appears to have become privately owned. This building's apparent 
resilience to redevelopment, potentially standing for at least a century, is possibly 
testament to its construction out of a more durable material.75 This house, however, 
is not the only standing building on site in 1830. It appears that there was a building 
that faced Watt Street that featured a wrap around veranda and an adjoining 
outbuilding at the rear. It is clear from early drawings that the original convict huts 
were offset from the street. There are several buildings in the 1830s plan that 
appear to be similarly offset from the street and in a line; the outbuilding, to the rear 
of this building on Allotment 2 facing Watt Street, is also in line with these buildings. 
It is possible that this building represents the original convict hut; this is also in line 
with the building in adjacent Allotment 4.  
 
Although several drawings depict Watt Street during this period, it is unclear if the 
buildings illustrated match those drawn in Armstrong's plan hence they cannot be 
used to indicate the construction date for any specific building on the study site 
(Figure 2.8). The land titles for this allotment show that the property almost doubled 
in value between 1828 and 1830, going from a sale price of £800 to £1500, this may 
indicate a development between these two years under the ownership of Frederick 
Boucher. By the end of 1830 the property value dropped to £700 either indicating 
that the building had been demolished or the poor resale value of the land (see 
Table 2.1). 
 
Following 1830 little is known about the development of the site until the 1850s 
where again plans show buildings on the study site (Figure 2.10 - Figure 2.12). A 
newspaper article from 1836 suggests development was slow due to the poor 
quality of the streets stating that   
 
 '[Land owners] are prevented from going on with their buildings and 

improvements, in consequence of not being able to get materials to their 
respective places, this latter circumstance has greatly retarded the progress 
of building here, the drains on both sides of what is laid out for streets, are 
entirely choked [sic] up, any immoderate or unusual fall of rain immediately 

finds its way into the principal parts of the dwellings…'76 
 
This period saw a change in the significance of Watt Street to the Newcastle area. 
As the port at Newcastle grew, Watt Street became central to the commercial roll of 

                                                
73 Colonial Secretary’s Index Reel 6038; SZ1044 p.2, NSW State Records 
74 Turner (1973) p.242; 33. 
75 A plan from 1900 (Figure 2.20) suggest it was constructed of brick.  
76 The Sydney Gazette and New South Wales Advertiser, Thursday 24 March 1836, p3 
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the developing town. Development on Allotment 2 during this time reflects the 
commercial evolution of Watt Street.  
 
By the 1850s, the building on Allotment 2, facing Watt Street, had been demolished 
with a series of shops constructed in its place as can be seen from plans of that era 
(Figure 2.10 - Figure 2.12). This redevelopment of the site may have occurred 
following the official granting of the land in 1838 (see Table 2.1). The complex 
consisted of four shops facing Watt Street, which the rates of the 1860s prove to 
have been single storey buildings made of timber with shingled roofs (two shops 
with only two rooms and the other two shops with five and six rooms respectively); 
described later as 'rookeries'77' these buildings were connected to a small 
outbuilding as well as a large building immediately to the rear of the shop complex 
(see Table 2.2). A plan from 1856 displays the layout of these shops and seems to 
show that the northern two were larger than the others and may account for the 
shops with 5 and 6 rooms (being occupied by Thomas Wilson and the baker Wylie 
respectively) (Figure 2.11).  
 
The former Superintendents house appears to have survived the redevelopment of 
the site though it is unclear how it fits into the council rates from this period. The 
rates from 1860 make mention of a house made of wood with a shingled roof on the 
site consisting of two storeys and five rooms and also a two storey brick warehouse; 
it is unclear which one represents the former Superintendents house though later 
evidence would suggest the latter. Further research into Council rates would be 
necessary in order to clarify some of these issues. 
 
A sketch from the mid-1860s Council rates78 displays a schematic plan of the site 
(Figure 2.13). All four shops were still occupied though some of the occupants had 
changed, hence the function of these shops may also have changed. The buildings 
listed in the rates of 1878-9 include the baker’s shop and dwelling (still run by the 
Wylie family) a greengrocer’s shop and dwelling, a butchers shop with store and 
stables (run by W.A. Sparke) and a sail loft (run by J. Clarke); no plans from this 
date illustrate the layout of these buildings, however it appears that most of the 
shops are still standing facing Watt St. By this stage W.A. Sparke is listed as the 
lessee for all the buildings on Watt St and he appears to have been central to the 
redevelopment of the site in the 1880s. 
 
A plan from 1886 highlights some of the major changes that occurred on the study 
site during the 1880s (Figure 2.14). It is clear from this plan that the four shops 
which once faced Watt St had been altered or redeveloped. W.A. Sparke appears to 
have retained the northern most shop and at least half of its neighbour though it is 
unclear as to whether the building, labelled with his name, represents the original 
shops with additions or a new building all together; they are, however marked as 
being single-storey suggesting the former statement is most accurate.79  
 

                                                
77 Newcastle Morning Herald, 3 June 1885 p.3 col. 2 
78 Hunter History Consultants label this sketch as being from the 1860 rates, in text they 
refer to the sketch as being from 1868 rates however details from the relevant rates books 
would suggest this is incorrect; from the list of occupants it would appear that this sketch 
dates to somewhere in between 1860 and 1868. Hunter History Consultants (May 2006) p.7 
79 Overlays of the 1886 plan over earlier plans demonstrate that it is possible that this 
building is the original shops with additions to the rear though this evidence is not conclusive. 
(Figure 2.14). Although this plan is dated to 1886 it must be assumed the survey information 
is slightly out of date as it appears that Shedden demolished this building in 1885. 
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By the late 1880s nothing was left of the old shops which used to front Watt Street. 
Pictures from 1889 (Figure 2.15 - Figure 2.16) and plans and photographs from 
1893 and 1897 (Figure 2.17 - Figure 2.19) clearly show that the building, once 
occupied by Sparke, had become incorporated into the Great Northern Chambers.  
 
The Great Northern Chambers had been an initiative of Alexander Shedden. 
Shedden had leased the land of the southern part of Allotment 2, being the southern 
two or so shops facing Watt St, and had been allowed to redevelop the land owned 
by Alexander Ogilvie Grant. Shedden, in 1884, built a large two storey office building 
on this part of the study site as well as on the adjoining Allotment 480; an impressive 
brick building, this overshadowed its old timber neighbours. By the end of 1885 
Shedden had also been allowed to redevelop these timber buildings. The old shops 
occupied by Sparke, were demolished and another office building was constructed, 
similar to the original and joined to it by a covered carriage way (Figure 2.17). This 
complex was called the Great Northern Chambers; a plan from 1886 signals that 
this was largely occupied by Dalgety and Co. and Earp Gillam and Co. Agents 
(Figure 2.14).  
 
Newspapers from this period describe the Great Northern Chambers as having a 
yard and gardens at the back of the complex; W. Henderson is noted as the 
architect, W. Crockett as the plaster, Tyler and Jones as the painters and Shedden’s 
own sons as the builders for the internal staircases.81 Council Rates from 1889 
through to the 1890s describe Sparke as the lessee for Allotment 2. This part of the 
Great Northern Chambers appears to have had 10 offices, of various sizes, listed in 
the rates while both stables and a store are also listed on the property. The part of 
the Chambers on adjacent Allotment 4 is listed as leased by Shedden with six 
offices as well as the Newcastle Club. Pictures from the 1890s show the façade of 
both parts of the building with the second storey veranda's overhanging the footpath 
(Figure 2.17; Figure 2.21).  
 
The plan from 1886 reveals that much of the rest of the site had been left 
undeveloped. The former Superintendents house appears to be still standing, still 
occupied by the Sail maker, James Clarke (and referred to as a ‘sail loft’ in the 
council rates), with only the addition of a small building to the east which was joined 
to a building on the neighbouring Allotment 194. Another building also appears to 
the rear of the Great Northern Chambers, occupied by the Newcastle Club; this 
building is in the same location as a building seen on plans from the 1850s and may 
be part of this earlier building or a new structure.  
 
By 1893, several changes had occurred to the rear of the property with a series of 
sheds and out buildings being constructed around the potentially still standing 
former Superintendents House (Figure 2.18).82 Of these buildings an iron store had 
been constructed at the rear of the allotment which was accessed via the covered 
passageway from Watt Street. A 'store' is listed in the council rates from 1889 
suggesting that this 'iron store' had been built shortly after the Great Northern 
Chambers had finished construction. It appears that two small yards were left 
immediately to the rear of the Chambers. The street numbers here are different from 
the current numbering system with Allotment 2 containing numbers 5-13. A plan 
from 1897 shows these sheds in better detail and it is clear that some had already 

                                                
80 Hunter History Consultants (May 2006) p.8 
81 Newcastle Morning Herald, 3 June 1885, p3 col 2 
82 Although this structure appears to be the same size and in the same location as the 
Superintendents house, it is unclear as to in what condition it survives. 
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been expanded in the intervening years. Several outbuildings are also depicted on 
this plan, especially those surrounding the Newcastle Club (Figure 2.19). 
 
Few major changes occurred during the next decade with possibly some alterations 
made to the sheds and outbuildings at the rear. A plan from 1900 shows the building 
that once contained the Newcastle Club was still standing and constructed of 
galvanised iron while the iron store and the former Superintendents House, here 
described as ‘brick store’ are also still standing (Figure 2.20). A Deposited Plan from 
1909 suggest that a ‘new building’ had been constructed in the location of the former 
Newcastle Club with another structure joining it to the offices facing Watt St (Figure 
2.23). 
 
The year 1917 saw major changes to the buildings on Allotment 2 under the 
ownership of John and Mark Reid. An article from the Newcastle Morning Herald, 16 
January 1917, describes these refurbishments: 
 

'[the premises]…is being extensively remodelled, and in addition they have 
erected a new two-storied building at the rear. Mr. T. J. Pepper was the 
architect, and Mr. W. Sparke, the contractor. Ample provision has been made 
for fresh air and light…' 

 
This article also mentions that one of “the oldest buildings in Newcastle” was 
demolished to make way for the new building at the rear of the property and 
suggests that this building was a convict built granary. It is clear that the building 
once referred to as the Superintendents House in 1818, and still standing until 1917, 
was demolished to make way for this new development. It is unclear if this building 
was ever used as a granary however the fact that it was used as a sail loft would 
suggest that the building may have had some similarities to a granary. It should also 
be noted that Governor Macquarie lists a brick granary in his statement of public 
works in 182183 and it is known from the 1860 council rates that a brick ‘warehouse’ 
existed on the site. Further research and archaeological excavation would be 
required in order to understand the purpose and construction of this building. 84  
 
The alterations made by the Reid's to the property are clearly illustrated in a plan 
from 1922 (Figure 2.29). To the original Great Northern Chambers, additional offices 
were created directly at the rear with a light well built into the northern façade of the 
northern building. All the stores and sheds at the rear of the building had been 
demolished with a ‘store for hardware’ constructed immediately behind the new 
additions in the northern part of the site. Another store and shop was also 
constructed behind what was then 9-11 Watt St (now 13-15 Watt St). 
 
Following these renovations several other changes were made to the buildings 
throughout the 20th century. It appears that during the 1920s and 1930s, both 11 
and 13-15 Watt Street underwent more renovations which included major alterations 
to the façades of both buildings.85 A photograph showing the former City Bank of 
Sydney (Figure 2.26) from 1918, illustrates that at this time, the buildings facing 
Watt St, maintained their original façades; by the 1920s the façades had been 
altered slightly (Figure 2.30 - Figure 2.31), removing the date stone from the top of 

                                                
83 This is described as “a large brick-built provision store and granary” which could also 
describe the Commissariat Store which was south of the study site. Historical Records of 
Australia, Series 1 Vol. 10 p.698.  
84 Hunter History Consultants also suggest further research in the NSW State Archives (May 
2006) p. 13 
85 Hunter History Consultants (May 2006) p. 16-19 
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the building, and by 1929 the façades of both buildings were completely changed 
(Figure 2.32) with the removal of the veranda's and the sealing of the carriageway. 
By 1939, the façades of both buildings facing Watt St, the northern most now being 
called the 'John Reid Pty Ltd Building', had undergone further alterations (Figure 
2.33 - Figure 2.34). Further renovations to the interior of both buildings occurred 
throughout the 1970s and 1980s and the building incurred significant damage in the 
Newcastle earthquake of 1989.86  
 

                                                
86 Hunter History Consultants (May 2006) p. 20-21 
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Figure 2.1 Newcastle in New South Wales with a distant view of Point Stephen, 1812. 

Inlay shows location of Watt Street, marked by the wharf; note the huts lining both sides of the street. Copper Engraving by T.R. 
Browne, Newcastle Region Art Gallery. 
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Figure 2.2 Newcastle, New South Wales, looking towards Prospect Hill by Joseph Lycett, 1816 – 1818. 

Inlay details area containing study site, with arrow pointing to building which is possibly the Superintendent’s House on Watt 
Street. Newcastle Region Art Gallery. 
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Figure 2.3 Adapted from Plan of Newcastle August 7, 1818 by James Meehan. 

Red shading indicates approximate location of study site. Note the location of the Superintendent’s House labelled ‘7’ on the plan. Red 
indicates approximate location of study site. State Records NSW (AO Map 83). 
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Figure 2.4 Newcastle, Hunter's River, New South Wales by Walter Preston, 1820. 

Arrow indicates approximate location of study site. Newcastle Region Library. 

 
 

 
 
Figure 2.5 Panorama of Newcastle, by Sophia Campbell and Edward Close, 1821. 

Arrow indicates approximate location of study site. State Library of NSW (PXD 576). 
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Figure 2.6 A Map of the Town of Newcastle on Hunter's River. Danger 1823-1824. 

Red highlights Allotment 2 containing the study site. State Records (AO Map 
4385). 
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Figure 2.7 Plan of the Town of Newcastle on Hunter's River, c1826. 

Red highlights Allotments 2 and 4 containing the study site. State Records 
(AO Map 4398). 
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Figure 2.8 A View of King's Town (Late Newcastle), London, Engraved & Published, August 1 1828 by J Cross. 

Arrow indicates approximate location of study site. From Henry Dangar’s index, University of Newcastle Rare Book Collection. 
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Figure 2.9 Early Map of the Town of Newcastle, Armstrong, c1830. 

Red outlines approximate study area; arrow points to former 
'Superintendent's House'. Virtual Coquun-Hunter River Project, Alexander 
Turnball Library, The National Library of New Zealand (MapColl 
817.95gbbe/1830/Acc.3580). 
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Figure 2.10 Plan of Town of Newcastle dating 1855 – 1864. 

Red outlines the study area. Newcastle Region Library, Local History (Map 
C 333.3/90). 
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Figure 2.11 Fragment Plan of Newcastle 1856. 

Location of study area indicated in red. Hunter History Consultants Pty Ltd 
(May 2006) p. 22. 
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Figure 2.12 Plan of the City of Newcastle, 1857. 

Kirkby (1857) Plan of the City of Newcastle, County of Northumberland, NSW. State Records NSW (AO Map 4405). 
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Figure 2.13 Allotment 2, mid-1860s, Newcastle City Council Rate Books (?).  

Hunter History Consultants (May 2006) Plate 3, p 7. Note that the diagram is 
mislabelled as coming from the 1860 rate book. The text on p 8 of the 
document contradicts this suggesting it is from the 1868 Rates; research 
from the relevant rates books have proven it to be from neither and a date of 
between 1860 and 1868 is suggested.  
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Figure 2.14 1886, Newcastle, NSW with overlay of 1855 plan. 

Overlay of 1855 plan (Figure 2.10) in green with study site approximately 
outlined in red. January 1886, Mahlstadt and Gee Newcastle Region Library, 
Local History Collection (Map C 333.3/17 sheet 1). 
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Figure 2.15 Engraving of Newcastle, 1889 by A.C. Cooke. 

Gibbs Shallard & Co., National Library of Australia (nla.pic-an8422110).
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Figure 2.16 Engraving of Newcastle dated to 1889 by A. Scott Broad. 

Inlay shows location of study site. Newcastle Region Library. 
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Figure 2.17 1892-3, Looking north down Watt St from Hunter St. 

Fred Hardie, Photographs of Sydney, Newcastle, NSW and Aboriginals for 
George Washington Wilson and Co, State Library of NSW (a440188). 
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Figure 2.18 Structural Fire Insurance Plans of part of the Town and City of 

Newcastle. 1893. 
Study area outlined in red. Note that the Royal Standard is also on adjacent 
Allotment 4 however this part of the Allotment is currently under the Hunter 
St extension. F.Oliver Jones, State Library of NSW (M4 811.251/1893/1). 
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Figure 2.19 NSW Department of Lands, Newcastle and Suburbs, 1897. 

Study area outlined in red. It is possible that the purple shading in this plan 
indicates the intention of making an extension on the adjacent allotment as 
early as 1897. Map RM 1589, Tile A3, National Library of Australia 
(nla_map-rm1589-a3-v). 
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Figure 2.20 1900, Plan of Allotment 2. 

Land and Property Information, NSW Department of Lands, from Hunter 
History Consultants (May 2006). 
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Figure 2.21 Watt Street, Newcastle, c.1900. 

Crofts, Herbert, Hunter Photo Bank (006000089). 
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Figure 2.22  Allotment 2, 1905, Certificate of Title, Folio 1610 No. 106. 

Land Titles Office, NSW Department of Lands. 
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Figure 2.23 1909, Deposited Plan 66499. 

Land Titles Office, NSW Department of Lands. 
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Figure 2.24 March 1909, 'Lang Wood and Shortcut to beach, Watt Street'. 

Digital Hunter, Newcastle Region Library. 
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Figure 2.25 1914, Deposited Plan 977621. 

Land Titles Office, NSW Department of Lands. 
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Figure 2.26 Australian Bank of Commerce, former City Bank of Sydney, c. 1918. 

From Group Archives, National Australia Bank Ltd. In Hunter History 
Consultants (May 2006), Plate 19, p. 25. 
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Figure 2.27 Australian Bank of Commerce, former City Bank of Sydney, c. 1918. 

From Group Archives, National Australia Bank Ltd. In Hunter History 
Consultants (May 2006), Plate 19, p. 25. 
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Figure 2.28 Allotment 2 subdivision, 1921. Certificate of Title, Folio 3251 No. 146. 

Land Titles Office, NSW Department of Lands. 
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Figure 2.29 Detail Survey Map of City of Newcastle, 1922. 

George Rees, State Library of NSW (ML 2 M3 811.253/1922/1). 
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Figure 2.30 Dalgety and Company Newcastle Commercial Building. 

1920s, Hunter Photo Bank, Newcastle Region Library (019 000077). 

 

 
 
Figure 2.31 Adelaide Steamship Company Limited commercial building, Newcastle. 

1920s, Hunter Photo Bank, Newcastle Region Library (019 000076). 
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Figure 2.32 National Bank of Australasia, 1929. 

From City of Newcastle, Souvenir Civic Week 1929, in Hunter History 
Consultants (May 2006) Plate 12, p 16. 
 

  
 
Figure 2.33 The John Reid Pty Ltd Building: "Book here for sea and air" (for 

Building Co.). 
Hood, Sam, March 1939, Home and Away 9625, State Library of NSW. 
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Figure 2.34 Tattersalls, Watt Street Newcastle. 
Hood, Sam, March 1939, Home and Away 9627, State Library of NSW. 
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3.0 PHYSICAL EVIDENCE  

 

3.1 BACKGROUND 

Archaeological test excavation, pursuant of Permit 2009/S140/12 (Appendix 11.1), 
was carried out at the site 11-15 Watt St, Newcastle, from 2nd – 4th June 2014. Five 
test trenches (A, B, C, D and E) were excavated by hand within the standing 
structure according to the methodology set out in the Archaeological Assessment, 
Research Design, Excavation Methodology & Heritage Impact Statement prepared 
by AMAC Group (May 2009). Trench F in this methodology was not excavated at 
this time as the building on the corner of Watt and Hunter St, 68 Hunter St, is 
occupied and this building no longer forms part of the current work plans.  
 
The team consisted of five archaeologists (see Table 3.1) with all photography 
carried out by Vetta, Baloh and Strickland and planning by Hickson.  
 
Table 3.1 Excavation team 
 
Name Role 

Martin Carney Director 

Ivana Vetta Supervisor & Assistant to 
the Director 

Kevin Hickson Planner and archaeologist 

Jaki Baloh Archaeologist 

Kelly Strickland Archaeologist 
 
 

3.2 TEST EXCAVATION 

3.2.1 Methodology 

Standard archaeological excavation techniques, utilised by this company and in 
accordance with the Heritage Branch of NSW were employed throughout the 
excavation. The excavation and recording methodology is based on the AMAC 
Group Site Manual (2006).  
 
The excavation methods for the site were tailored toward the retrieval of data and to 
collect the maximum data from each necessary excavation. The methods and work 
detailed here are not related to the proposed construction programme, but works 
guiding it. These works will provide data, analysis and recommendations with which 
to guide the mitigation of destruction of archaeological resources in this and future 
development proposals.  
 
Relics of state significance may be exposed, and potentially sampled, however no 
intention exists in this programme to remove on a comprehensive basis relics of 
state significance. 
 
The excavation and recording methodology was based on the ‘Regentville 
Method’ devised for the Centre for Historical Archaeology at the University of 
Sydney.  
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3.2.2 General Method 

The methods and work detailed here are not related to the proposed construction 
programme, but works guiding it. These works provided data, analysis and 
recommendations with which to guide the mitigation of destruction of archaeological 
resources in development proposals.  
 
3.2.3 Site Specific Methodology 

Test excavation followed the methodology as set out in the Permit Application report 
(AMAC 2009). Test excavation occurred while the building was still standing and 
with partial occupancy of some of the spaces. Some of the test trenches were 
slightly relocated due to unforseen issues relating to the location of undocumented 
walls as well as rented spaces. Test trench A was repositioned to the northeast as 
its original location placed it over a wall. Trench C was moved northwest into the 
corridor as it too was positioned partly over a wall and partly within a rented storage 
space. Trench E was relocated a couple of metres to the south as its original 
location would have placed it within a bathroom and Trench D was shifted east to 
avoid a large reception desk that was still in situ. 
 
Floors within the building were cut to allow for test excavation in areas 
approximately 2x4m providing ample space for excavation. The entire area opened 
for these trenches was cleaned in order to locate the best place to commence 
excavation within each trench. Generally excavation commenced in an area 2x1m 
with the intention of expanding the trenches where needed.  
 
3.2.4 Liaison and Site Safety 

The excavation team was made up of archaeologists and a small team to cut the 
existing flooring and any concrete slabs. A copy of the assessment, the research 
design and methodology, test excavation report and any conditions set out by the 
Heritage Division was available on site for any of the workers to consult. 
 
The excavation director was present on the site for the majority of the programme. 
 

3.3 GEOLOGY AND SOILS 

Topography 
Evident from the original site inspection, the study site and surrounding topography 
slopes north - south towards Scott Street. From excavation it was found that the 
northwest corner of the site was truncated heavily and it appears that this was 
probably naturally a higher point in the ground level forming a small hillock which 
was most likely cut down during the historical period. From this it may also be 
suggested that the site slopes downward to the east as well, making the highest 
point of the site the southwest corner.  

 
Geology and Soil 
Newcastle proper is constructed on soil profiles determined as Killingworth and 
Hamilton.87 It appears that the study site is located in a position close to both soil 
profiles. However, it must be understood both that localised anomalies occur, and 
that no full account of the effect of development on individual sites can be made in a 
generalised survey such as that conducted for Soil Landscapes of the Newcastle 
1:1000 000 Sheet. 
 

                                                
87 Matthei (1995) 38, 132. 
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Test excavation on the site found evidence of the natural soil profile which was 
determined to be indicative of the Killingworth profile. 
The properties of the Killingworth profile are the following: 

 A1  Brownish black pedal loam (silty, sandy, or clayey depending on parent 
material). 

 A2  Bleached, greyish yellow brown loam, (silt to clay loam). 

 B    Yellowish brown clay (silty to sandy, sometimes heavy). Siltstone or 
ironstone fragments may be inclusive. 

 
These natural soils typically overlie interleaved layers of siltstone/tuff and 
sandstone. The parent material (stone) directly beneath the soil in any locality will 
specifically affect the composition of the overlying soils.88 
 

3.4 EXCAVATION RESULTS 

3.4.1 Trench A 

Trench A was located in the front room of 2/11 Watt Street locating it in the 
northwest part of the study area. The surface of this trench was covered with a 
timber flooring system [100]. Floor [100] consisted of a layer of carpet, which sat 
above tongue-in-groove floorboards supported by timber bearers which sat above 
timber crossbeams. These crossbeams were supported by dry-press brick piers and 
bonded with cement. An area approximately 2mx4m was cut into this floor to allow 
access to the subfloor space. A void of 20-30cm exists below the timber floor in this 
area and a plastic sheet covered the interior of the trench laid over the fills below 
and around the dry-press brick piers (Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.10). 
 
Following the removal of the plastic sheeting, a blackish brown ash and silt deposit 
[101] was removed and contained fragments of timber and brick and are likely to be 
a mixture of refuse built up below the floor during the recent occupation of the 
building (dating to the last renovation of the floor). This overburden was removed 
across the 2mx4m area in order to determine the best location for the detailed test 
trench.  
 
The southeast corner was chosen for this work with a trench laid out 1m x 2m with 
the opportunity to expand the trench if needed to the north and to the west. The 
surface of this area was covered with a black ash and cinder deposit [103] which 
covered the rest of the trench as well below overburden [101]. Fill [103] contained 
large amounts of coal and charcoal with small fragments of sandstock brick running 
to a depth of 7-11cm. In the southern part of the test trench, below overburden [101] 
and above cinder fill [103], was an area of sandy loam [102], 15-18 cm deep, which 
petered out towards the north. This deposit [102] contained a significant amount of 
building material being very similar to overburden [101] however more compacted. 
Deposit [102] and cinder fill [103] partly sat above a layer of demolition fill [104] 
which was found as an isolated pocket also in the southern part of the trench (Figure 
3.7). Demolition fill [104] consisted of a mixture of sand and shell lime mortar dense 
with fragments of render (some painted blue), and small fragments of sandstock 
brick. This fill was also deepest at the southern end of the trench where it reached a 
maximum depth of 15cm, thinning out towards the north.  
 
Demolition fill [104] sat above a mixed yellowish grey sand and demolition fill [105] 
which was also, only present in the southern part of the trench. Fill [105] consisted 
of a very loose sandy loam with patches of crushed mortar and clean sand; this fill 

                                                
88 Matthei (1995) 133. 
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was 4-9cm deep. It is possible that fill [105] represents a truncated bedding fill for a 
former structure mixed with demolition fill [104] which was laid above.  
 
Below cinder fill [103] in the northern part of the test trench was a mixed clay and 
sand fill [108]=[107]=[106]. Due to the very mixed nature of this fill, it was initially 
interpreted as being separate fills however upon excavation it was recognised that 
this variability was the result of differential filling. Fill [108]=[107]=[106] contained 
some brick fragments and varied from 3-4cm in depth. Below this fill were patches of 
a yellow-orange mixed sand and clay [109], 4-5 cm deep, which appeared to be a 
redeposited natural. Also below fill [108]=[107]=[106] and fill [109], was a layer of 
yellow and brown compacted clay fill [110] with fragments of sandstock brick, 
pebbles and charcoal. This covered the whole trench at variable depths (4-7cm). 
 
Another layer of clay fill [111] was identified below fill [110]. Fill [111] (4-6cm deep) 
was very compacted and lighter in colour than fill [110], also containing fragments of 
sandstock brick and charcoal. This lens appears to be the interface between fill 
[110] and the natural clay [112] below and seems to be the result of the pressing in 
of these building material fragments into the natural clay (Figure 3.8). Natural clay 
[112] was sterile containing a yellow white clay with striations of a dark brown-grey 
sand. A small sondage (50cmx50cm) was excavated into the natural clay to confirm 
that it was sterile and not redeposited (Figure 3.9).  
 

 
 
Figure 3.1 Harris Matrix for Trench A. 

Vetta (2014) 

 
3.4.2 Trench B 

Trench B was located in the rear room of 2/11 Watt St locating it in the northeast 
part of the study area. The surface here was covered by floor [200]; similar to floor 
[100], floor [200] consisted of a tongue-in-groove floor surface, covered in carpet 
and sitting upon a system of timber bearers. An area 3.5mx1.5m was cut into this 
surface for test excavation (Figure 3.11). The void below the floor was 25-30cm 
deep with a layer of plastic covering the below ground space. Several below floor 
vents were noted along the northern wall of the room. 
 
Following the removal of the plastic, the trench was cleaned and a layer of 
overburden [201] was removed. Overburden [201] consisted of a mixture of light 
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brown sandy silt with fragments of building material (sandstock and dry-press brick) 
and scraps of timber; this was clearly an accumulation of material below the floor 
from various renovation events (Figure 3.12).  
 
Running north-south, just east of the centre of the trench, was an unbonded 
terracotta service pipe [215]. Pipe [215] consisted of lengths of terracotta pipe laid 
end to end but not bonded together. This pipe sat within a ditch, cut [216] which cut 
into compacted fill [208] and natural soil [206] (see below). It is possible that this 
pipe was installed in order to deal with a below floor damp problem as a similar pipe 
was found in Trench C.  
 
In the southeast corner of the trench was a ceramic service pipe [217] oriented east 
northeast – west southwest. This area was left unexcavated.  
 
A Test trench was placed in the southwest corner of the trench measuring 1x2m 
with the option to expand based on the methodology set out in the permit 
application.89 In the northern part of this area was a compacted deposit [208]. This 
deposit appears to have been a mixture of lime and a loamy clay which may be the 
result of construction or renovation works in this area. The deposit also may in fact 
be from the painting of a whitewash or the mixing of plaster on the natural soil [206]. 
This compacted deposit was also found within a channel [203] which ran east to 
west through the western part of the trench (Figure 3.13). This channel was evident 
from prior to the removal of deposit [208] and was seen to be a channel, deeper at 
the western end and thinning out towards the east, and was 40-50cm wide, 
approximately 2m in length and 10-20cm deep. Channel [203] represents a negative 
interface, it was unclear from excavation whether it was created as a result of the 
removal of a feature such as a footing or whether it was a cut left unfilled. It is most 
likely associated with the below floor drainage issues and may have, in fact, been a 
drainage channel of sorts, possibly even containing a pipe although there was no 
evidence for one. 
 
Following the removal of deposit [208] several cuts were evident cutting a clean 
blackish brown loamy clay [206], understood to be the natural A1 soil horizon. 
 
Channel [203] cut into a pre-existing service trench [214]. Trench cut [214] also ran 
east-west through the entire trench and was 30-40cm wide and around 30cm deep, 
cutting into the natural A1 soil horizon [206]. Cut [214] contained a dark brown 
compacted loamy clay fill [212] which was a mixture of redeposited natural A1 soil 
mixed with sandstock brick and other building material fragments. This feature 
appears to be a service trench.  
 
Another trench, [205], branched out from the south of cut [214] running northwest to 
southeast. Trench cut [205] was 45cm wide and more than 50cm deep also cutting 
natural [206]. Packed within this cut was a dark brown loamy clay fill [210] which 
was very similar to fill [212] also consisting of a mixture of redeposited A1 soil and 
fragments of sandstock brick and other artefacts. A small sondage (Sondage 2), 
50x30cm, was excavated into this fill and found that below [210] (30cm deep) was a 
saturated grey clay fill [209] consisting of a redeposited A2 soil mixed with building 
debris and gravel (Figure 3.15). Excavation ceased at this point due to water 
penetration; at the base of this cut a pipe [213] was identified however due to the 
saturation of the fill above it was unable to be exposed. It is believed that this was a 
ceramic service pipe and may join to a pipe in trench [214]. 
 

                                                
89 AMAC (May 2009). 
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Another trench cut [204] was also found cutting natural [206] and ran north-south 
being cut by trench [214]. Trench cut [204] was 50cm wide and ran a length of 65cm 
extending 25-30cm deep. This cut contained a dark brown redeposited A1 clayey 
loam [211] with some fragments of sandstock brick. A sondage (Sondage 1), 
25x50cm, was excavated into fill [211] near the junction with cut [214]. This sondage 
revealed that the base of cut [204] was concave however no service pipe or 
structure was found (Figure 3.14). This sondage revealed that the natural A1 soil 
horizon was approximately 25cm deep and sat directly upon a grey silty clay [207], 
the natural A2 soil horizon (Figure 3.16).  
 

 
 
Figure 3.2 Harris Matrix for Trench B.  

Vetta (2014) 

 
3.4.3 Trench C 

Trench C was located at the eastern end of the corridor dividing Shops 1 and 2, 11 
Watt St. The surface of the trench was covered with flooring system [300] which 
consisted of a surface of tiles on cement render which sat upon timber tongue-in-
groove floorboards laid over timber bearers. An area 1.9mx3.9m was cut into floor 
[300] in order to excavate Trench C – this took up almost the entire width of the 
corridor. Below floor [300] there was a void of approximately 35-40cm. In the centre 
of the trench a timber beam, part of flooring system [300], was left in situ running 
north-south as it was determined to be bearing weight from a neighbouring room 
(Figure 3.17). This beam sat upon a rectangular concrete block [317], which had 
been installed as a bearer for the floor.  
 
Excavation commenced in the western part of the trench in an area approximately 
1mx1.5m (i.e. the area west of bearer [317]). This area was covered with a plastic 
sheet. Following the removal of this plastic, a series of unbonded terracotta pipes 
[309] laid end to end were found very similar to those in Trench B (Figure 3.18). This 
feature, [309], appears to have been some attempt at controlling water or damp 
below the floor and ran north to south with only two lengths of pipe existing within 
the trench (this feature continued south below the floor).  
 
Surrounding pipe [309] was a building up of grey sandy clay deposit [310] consisting 
of a mixture of construction material such as sandstock brick, timber off-cuts and 
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ceramic service pipe, presumably introduced during the more recent work in the 
underfloor space. Following the removal of [310], a grey brown sandy clay fill [301] 
was exposed in the southern part of the trench and contained sandstock brick 
fragments, coarse earthen ware ceramic service pipe fragments, as well as 
fragments of plaster and cement render. This fill was cut by cut [303] which ran west 
southwest to east northeast through the trench, and was 4-5cm deep. Within cut 
[303] was a thin layer, 2-5cm, of a dark grey-brown clay [304] with some sand and 
CEW pipe fragments. Removal of fill [304] revealed a brown salt-glaze ceramic 
service pipe [302] running northeast-southwest on a slightly different angle to cut 
[303]. It is possible that cut [303] was excavated either to inspect the service or 
again to rectify the problems with rising damp in the building. No further excavation 
was carried out around pipe [302] as it was unclear if this service was still in use.  
 
Fill [301] was approximately 10-12cm deep and sat above another service pipe [305] 
and natural clay [308]. Service pipe [305] was a brown salt glaze ceramic service 
pipe, oriented northeast to southwest, which extended only part way into the trench 
continuing southwest below the floor. The northeast end was broken and an 
inspection plate existed at this end. Service [305] sat within construction cut [306] 
which was also cut by cut [303]. Packed within the construction cut [306] was a 
blackish grey loose clay fill [307].  
 
The surrounding clay [308] was grey in colour and consisted of a fine-grained silty 
clay which was sterile. Although it does not completely match the Killingworth 
profile, it is understood to be the A2 soil horizon. Excavation ceased in this area due 
to the saturation of the soil profile making excavation difficult (Figure 3.19).  
 
In the eastern part of the trench, a channel, [313], has been cut running north to 
south along the eastern side of bearer [317]. It is unclear whether this cut was for 
the installation of [317] or another channel to resolve groundwater problems. 
Channel [313] was 45cm wide and ran the length of the trench continuing below the 
floor. Within channel [313] was a saturated brownish black clayey sand fill [312], 2-
12cm deep. This channel was not excavated further due to the saturation of the fill. 
 
To the east of channel [313] was a thick layer of overburden [311]. Fill [311] 
consisted of a blackish brown loamy clay with whole and half fragments of 
sandstock brick, cement and shell lime mortar (also render), coarse earthenware 
pipe fragments, and timber offcuts. This fill ranged from 5-20cm, with some spilling 
over into channel [313]. It is possible that fill [311] represents material upcast from 
the excavation of trench [313].  
 
Below fill [311] was the foundations of a brick structure [314], interpreted to be a 
cesspit. Structure [314] was constructed of red sandstock brick bonded with a strong 
shell-lime mortar. The structure was oriented north-south with three walls uncovered 
within the trench: the west, south and east walls (the east wall was at the very edge 
of the trench and could be seen protruding from under the uncut floorboards). Three 
courses were visible of this structure however trench [313] cut through the western 
wall of [314] leaving only one course of brick in situ visible. The structure measured 
107cm in width and 150cm in length and 20cm in height. Structure [314] was not 
fully excavated so the entire depth of this feature is not known at this point in time 
(Figure 3.20).  
 
Within structure [314] was mottled grey brown clay and sandy clay fill [315]. This fill 
was very compact and level and contained fragments of service pipe and sandstock 
brick. In pockets around the edge of structure [314] were patches of sand [316]; this 
sand was also seen in section due to cut [313] and was stratigraphically below fill 
[315]. Sand fill [316] consisted of a yellowish grey loose sand. 
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Figure 3.3 Harris Matrix for Trench C.  

Vetta (2014) 

 
3.4.4 Trench D 

Trench D was located in the southern part of the front room of 15 Watt St. This area 
was covered by timber floor [408] which consisted of tongue-in-groove floorboards 
covered in carpet and resting on timber crossbeams. An area 3.6x1.8m was cut into 
the floor surface for the excavation of Trench C. Below the floorboards was a void of 
30-35cm. Covering the below-floor area was a loose deposit of structural debris and 
sand [400]. The structural debris included a range of sandstock and dry-press brick 
fragments as well as plastered render and timber off-cuts most likely created during 
the last renovation of floor [408]. Deposit [400] was removed from across the trench 
(Figure 3.21).  
 
Two floor bearers were identified within this space, [403] and [406]. Pier [403] was 
constructed of sandstock brick bonded with mineral lime mortar, it is likely that these 
bricks were reused in the last repair of the timber floor. Pier [403] was contained by 
construction cut [404] which cut through deposit [405] (discussed below). Packed 
into this cut was a dark-grey black sandy loam fill [402]. The other bearer, [406], lay 
to the south of [403], and consisted of a sandstone block (Figure 3.22). No further 
excavation occurred around bearer [406]. 
 
Below deposit [400], was a mixed dark grey sandy deposit [405] which had been cut 
for brick bearer [403]. Deposit [405] consisted of a mixture of A1 natural soil with 
patches of crushed mortar, sandstock brick, sandstone, ash and charcoal and 
appears to have been the result of the pressing in of demolition material into the 
natural A1 soil horizon [407] below. An area 2mx1m of deposit [405] was marked out 
for excavation however an aboriginal artefact was identified on the surface of this 
deposit hence excavation ceased (Figure 3.23). As a result of this discovery, only a 
small sondage was excavated, approximately 25x35cm in an area within cut [404] 
for brick pier [403]. In this sondage, natural soil [407] was exposed consisting of a 
black sandy loam with patches of coarse sand (possibly degraded sandstone); this 
deposit is consisted with the natural A1 soil horizon.  
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Figure 3.4 Harris Matrix for Trench D.  

Vetta (2014) 

 
3.4.5 Trench E 

Trench E was located in the southern part of the site, within 15 Watt St, to the east 
of Trench D. Covering this area was floor [007] which consisted of tongue-in-groove 
floorboards covered in carpet resting on a system of timber crossbeams. An area 
2.6mx2.3m was cut into this floor surface to allow for the excavation of the trench. A 
void of 22cm in depth exists below this surface. Directly below floor [007], a concrete 
slab [002] was found. This slab [002] was 13cm in depth and consisted of cement 
and aggregate made up of stones and brick fragments. Sitting above the slab was 
deposit [001] which consisted of a layer of building debris such as off cuts of timber 
and sandstock brick from the laying of the timber floor. An area 2.3mx1.9m was cut 
into concrete slab [002] in order to continue excavation in this area (Figure 3.24).  
 
Following the removal of slab [002], the trench was cleaned which involved the 
removal of [003] a mixture of remnant slab, clay and brick fragments; this was 
largely saturated due to the method of removal of [002]. Following the removal of 
[003] a brick footing [004] as well as a sandstone feature [006] was exposed (Figure 
3.25).  
 
Footing [004] ran east-west through the northern part of the trench and consisted of 
orange samel bricks bonded with mustard shell-lime mortar. At least two courses 
were identified as laid in English bond. A reddish orange clay fill [011] was in place 
of missing bricks and may be remnant from the demolition of the structure (Figure 
3.26). A narrow construction cut [008] for wall [004] was identified at its eastern end 
and was packed with a yellow mortar and sand fill [009]. To the south of footing 
[004] was a compact blackish brown clayey loam deposit [005] with fragments of 
brick, charcoal and mortar. This deposit [005] appears to be a modified A1 soil 
horizon.  
 
Between footing [004] and the northern extremity of Trench E was a sandstone 
feature [006]. Sandstone feature [006] consisted of a level area of white sandstone 
blocks with some fragments of samel brick laid soldier amongst the sandstone. No 
bonding was identified and it is unclear if this feature was used as a foundation or as 
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a surface (Figure 3.27). Surrounding the sandstone was a modified A1 soil [010] 
consisting of a dark brown compact clayey loam. 
 

 
 
Figure 3.5 Harris Matrix for Trench E.  

Vetta (2014) 
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Figure 3.6 Trench A start up shot, following the removal of floor [100] and 

showing greater trench area. Facing south. 
AMAC Group (2nd June 2014, digital 9252) 

 

 
 
Figure 3.7 Trench A, after the removal of [101] – [103] and showing [104]. Facing 

east. 
AMAC Group (2ND June 2014, digital 9268) 
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Figure 3.8 Test Trench A final. Facing north. 

AMAC Group (3rd June 2014, digital 9380) 
 

 
 
Figure 3.9 Trench A final, showing detail of sondage and natural B horizon [112]. 

Facing south. 
AMAC Group (3rd June 2014, digital 9382) 
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Figure 3.10 Trench A final, showing section in sondage. Facing south. 

AMAC Group (3rd June 2014, digital 9390) 
 

 
 
Figure 3.11 Trench B start, following the removal of floor [200]. Facing east 

Note bad light due to absence of windows in room. Wrong north arrow. 
AMAC Group (2nd June 2014, digital 9249)  
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Figure 3.12 Trench B start, after the removal of overburden [201]. Facing north.  

AMAC Group (2nd June 2014, digital 9262) 
 

 
 
Figure 3.13 Trench B, showing unit [203] and [204]. Facing north. 

AMAC Group (2nd June 2014, digital 9311) 
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Figure 3.14 Trench B, showing sondage 1. Facing north. 

AMAC Group (3rd June 2014, digital 9354) 
 

 
 
Figure 3.15 Trench B, showing sondage 2. Facing north. 

AMAC Group (3rd June 2014, digital 9358) 
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Figure 3.16 Trench B final. Facing north.  

AMAC Group (3rd June 2014, digital 9461) 
 

 
 
Figure 3.17 Trench C start, after removal of floor [300]. Facing west.  

AMAC Group (2nd June 2014, digital 9279)  
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Figure 3.18 Trench C start of western trench, after removal of overburden [310]. 
Facing east.  
AMAC Group (2nd June 2014, digital 9302) 

 

 
 
Figure 3.19 Trench C final of western trench. Facing east.  

Wrong north arrow.  
AMAC Group (2nd June 2014, digital 9330).  
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Figure 3.20 Trench C, eastern trench final. Facing east.  

AMAC Group (3rd June 2014, digital 9413) 
 

 
 
Figure 3.21 Trench D start, following removal of overburden [401]. Facing east.  

Note bad light exposure from adjacent window. 
AMAC Group (2nd June 2014, digital 9295)  
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Figure 3.22 Trench B final, showing [403], [404] and [407]. Facing south. 

AMAC Group (2nd June 2014, digital 9318) 
 

 
 

Figure 3.23 Trench D, showing insitu Aboriginal object.  
AMAC Group (2nd June 2014, digital 9323)  
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Figure 3.24 Trench E start, following the removal of concrete slab [002] and 

overburden. Facing east. 
AMAC Group (4th June 2014, digital 9470) 

 

 
 
Figure 3.25 Trench E final, showing footing [004] and sandstone feature [006]. 

Facing east.  
AMAC Group (4th June 2014, digital 9475) 
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Figure 3.26 Trench E final, showing relationship between [004] and [006]. Facing 

south. 
AMAC Group (4th June 2014, digital 9481) 

 

 
 
Figure 3.27 Trench E final, showing sloped direction of wall in comparison to 

current building alignment. Facing west.  
AMAC Group (4th June 2014, digital 9484) 
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Figure 3.28 Trench E, showing detail close up of wall [004] and sandstone feature 

[006].  
AMAC Group (4th June 2014, digital 9487) 
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Figure 3.29 Overall 
scaled site plan showing 
location of test trenches.  

 
Plan by Hickson (2014). 
Digitising by Baloh (2014).  
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3.5 DISCUSSION 

Test excavation has provided evidence for the presence of archaeological material 
of varying condition dependent on its location across the study site. Trench C and 
Trench E contained structural finds, while Trench B provided evidence for being 
positioned within the original yard space of the 19th century dwellings.  
 
Trench E contained the earliest structural evidence identified during test excavation, 
a samel brick footing running east-west through the entire length of the trench. 
Based on the construction material and early shell-lime mortar, it is believed that the 
footing was constructed during the 1830s or possibly earlier. The brick footing 
appears to continue past the extent of the trench, although its full dimensions cannot 
be known at this point. On inspection of available historic plans and overlays, a 
structural wall running east-west is identified as crossing Trench E, however the 
overlay suggests that an exterior cross wall cuts through the centre of the trench 
which does not occur (Figure 3.30). This differentiation could be a result of an error 
from a schematic historical plan, or a slight differentiation in position caused by the 
overlay. Regardless of this, evidence exists to illustrate a wall running east-west 
through Trench E present on the study site during the 1830s.  
 
Directly adjacent to the brick footing is an unbonded sandstone feature, to which its 
function could not be identified. It is possible that the sandstone forms part of 
another earlier wall footing or part of a pathway, however the fact that the feature 
continued past the northern extent of the trench prevents the identification of its 
function. It is also possible that the sandstone forms flagging in an adjoining 
outbuilding, which are often not all identified on historical plans.  
 
Excavation within Trench B illustrates the use of the area as yard space. Overlays 
show that the area immediately surrounding Trench B remained as yard space until 
the 1880s, whereby a structure is positioned to the east of the trench (Figure 3.32). 
By 1897 new dwellings had been constructed, which placed Trench B within the 
caveat of the dwelling (Figure 3.33). It can be suggested that the multiple service 
cuts were made for the late 19th century dwellings and later modifications.  
 
Trench C contained part of a red sandstock brick double privy which is known from 
an 1897 plan (Figure 3.33). The overlay shows that the southern privy intersects 
with Trench C, which butts directly onto the c1897 dwelling on its eastern side. 
Trench C had also been heavily disturbed by modern services, which when coupled 
with the data from Trench B, suggests that the northeast corner of the study site has 
been considerably heavily disturbed subsequently affecting the overall integrity of 
archaeological material in this area.  
 
Trench A illustrates the range in the natural topography across the study site. While 
the various overlays shows the presence of structures within Trench A from the mid-
19th century onwards (Figure 3.31), it appears that the entire northwest corner has 
been truncated and cut to a more comparable level with the southwest corner of the 
site for the construction of dwellings fronting Watt Street. The sondage in Trench A 
confirmed the presence of natural B2 horizon, and no archaeological relics or 
features were found during excavation of the trench. Documentary evidence 
suggests that the mid-19th century structures known from the 1855 plan (Figure 
3.31) and fronting Watt Street were constructed out of timber. The absence of any 
postholes within Trench A from these structures further demonstrates the wholesale 
truncated nature of this area. The fact that a large portion of the site appears to have 
been flattened for development, dependant on the time and extent in which the cut 
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down of the hillock occurred, may have affected a greater area of the site than in 
terms of the remaining archaeological material.  
 
Minimal artefacts were found across all test trenches and all were within fill layers. 
No in situ occupation deposits or artefact scatters, potentially providing information 
relating to specific occupants of each dwelling, were found on site. A small 
catalogue of artefacts collected has been included in Appendix 11.4.  
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Figure 3.30 Scaled plan of the excavated test trenches with Phase I overlay of 1830s plan (red). 

Site plan by Hickson (2014). Overlay by Vetta (2014).  
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Figure 3.31 Scaled plan of the excavated test trenches with Phase II overlay of c1855 plan (green). 

Site plan by Hickson (2014). Overlay by Vetta (2014).  
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Figure 3.32 Scaled plan of the excavated test trenches with Phase III overlay of 1886 plan (orange).  

Site plan by Hickson (2014). Overlay by Vetta (2014).  
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Figure 3.33 Scaled plan of the excavated test trenches with Phase IV overlay of 1897 plan (purple).  

Site plan by Hickson (2014). Overlay by Vetta (2014).  
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Figure 3.34 Scaled plan of the excavated test trenches with overlays of c1830 plan, 1855 plan, 1886 plan and 1897 plan.  

Site plan by Hickson (2014). Overlay by Vetta (2014).
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4.0 PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT AND 

REVISED ARCHAEOLOGICAL 

POTENTIAL 

4.1 PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT 

The existing proposed development, for the construction of a multistorey commercial 
and residential complex, is still proposed for the study site. However the early 20th 
century building known as 68 Hunter Street (located on the corner of Watt and 
Hunter Street), no longer forms part of the proposed development. No demolition or 
below ground excavation work was planned for that portion of land. Therefore the 
impacts to the ground surface remain the same as those outlined in the original 
archaeological assessment (May 2009); that being a basement level for car parking.  
 

4.2 STATEMENT OF ARCHAEOLOGICAL POTENTIAL 

Test excavation has found that the site has in part been heavily truncated with only 
partial survival of relics. Trenches B and C demonstrated that the excavation for 
services during the 20th century were invasive and is likely to have removed or 
disturbed many potential relics present in the rear eastern portion of the study site. 
Evidence from Trench B indicates that this part of the site has already been cut 
down to the B1 soil horizon, indicating a lower likelihood for relics in this area.  
 
Trench A, located at the northwest corner of the study site, demonstrated the 
extensive cut and levelling process which has occurred in order to level off the 
natural topography of the area for development on the site; the northwest portion 
having been more elevated than any other part of the site. The 1855 plan indicates 
that the mid-19th century buildings fronting Watt Street were constructed from 
timber. Archaeological test excavation found no evidence for these structures, the 
potential for which is now considered low, and any occupation deposits associated 
with the occupants of the commercial premises highly unlikely. Based on evidence 
obtained from Trench A, it is unlikely that any archaeological material will have been 
retained within the vicinity of the northwest corner of the study site.  
 
Trench E, located towards the southeast corner of the study site, retained 
archaeological material demonstrating occupation of the site during the early 19th 
century. Archaeological investigation indicates that the 20th century concrete slab 
which sits above the early brick footing has likely removed any deposition 
associated with occupation of the building. This, in turn, significantly limits the 
research potential and obtainable information for this early period. While the total 
extent and condition of the brick footing and sandstone surface is unknown, it can 
be suggested that there stands a low to moderate potential for intact structural relics 
of local significance within this portion of the site. 
 
Due to the identification of an Aboriginal object during the early excavation of Trench 
D,90 archaeological investigation could not continue to a point where analysis of the 
condition of any present material or impacts to this area could be obtained. Despite 
this, the presence of natural A1 soil directly below the floorboards and the lack of 
any demolition fill in this area would suggest that this part of the site has also been 

                                                
90 A separate assessment is being prepared to address the impact of the development on 
aboriginal heritage. 
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truncated. In this sense, the area containing Trench D, being the southwest corner 
of the site, is still considered to hold low-moderate potential for archaeological 
material. This portion of the site fronting Watt Street is perceived to have 
experienced reduced amounts of cutting and levelling for construction phases to that 
of the northwest portion of the site, based on the slope and topography of Watt 
Street.  
 
No archaeological evidence was found for the Superintendent’s house during test 
excavation, which strengthens available documentary evidence suggesting that the 
building forms part of the neighbouring development and confirms that is was not 
within the study area. At the same time it can be suggested that a low potential still 
exists for material pertaining to the associated yard space. The general overall 
impact and disturbance to various parts of the study site, including the installation of 
services, drainage channels and cut and levelling processes, has significantly 
reduced the potential for intact soil profiles and occupation deposits or artefact 
scatters. It anticipated that material of this type, if any, will be minimal.  
 
 

4.3 REVISED STATEMENT OF HERITAGE IMPACT 

The current development, as proposed, will see the excavation of a basement level 
at 11-15 Watt Street; such work would remove any potential local and State 
significant relics should they exist. Excavation of any ground surface area for 
services will also have a significant impact to potential subsurface archaeological 
deposits associated with 11-15 Watt St, Newcastle.  
 
Test excavation has revealed a low to moderate potential for intact archaeological 
material across the study site. As the proposed development involves excavation for 
a basement level, any surviving archaeological material will be removed during 
excavation for the basement. Full archaeological excavation has been proposed as 
an appropriate method of further identifying and exposing potentially locally 
significant archaeological relics present on the site. This will have a positive heritage 
outcome as all relics will be identified, recorded and planned, using archaeological 
methods approved by the Heritage Division, prior to being removed.  
 
If archaeological relics considered to be of potential State significance are identified 
during full excavation, works will cease in this area of the site and liaison made with 
the Heritage Division prior to any further work.  
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5.0 REVISED ASSESSMENT OF 

SIGNIFICANCE 

5.1 METHODOLOGY 

The current standard for assessment of significance of heritage items in NSW is the 
publication ‘Assessing Significance for Historical Archaeological Sites and ‘Relics’’ 
produced by the Heritage Branch of the NSW Department of Planning (December 
2009). This production is an update to the NSW Heritage Manual (1996), and the 
criteria detailed therein are a revised version of those of the Australia ICOMOS 
Burra Charter, formulated in 1979, which was based largely on the Venice Charter 
(for International Heritage) of 1966. 
 
Archaeological heritage significance can also be viewed in light of the framework set 
out by Bickford and Sullivan in 1984.91 Bickford and Sullivan, taking into 
consideration the “archaeological, scientific or research significance” of a site posed 
three questions in order to identify significance: 
 

1. Can the site contribute knowledge which no other resource can? 
2. Can the site contribute knowledge which no other site can? 
3. Is this knowledge relevant to general questions about human history or other 

substantive problems relating to Australian history, or does it contributes to other 

major research questions?92 

 
These questions have been broadly used to shape the response to the heritage 
significance criteria as described in Section 4.2 and 4.3.  
 
The criteria and the definitions provided by ‘Assessing Significance for Historical 
Archaeological Sites and ‘Relics’’ have been adhered to in assessing the cultural 
significance of the potential archaeological site at 11-15 Watt St, Newcastle.  An 
assessment of significance, under each of the criteria, is made possible by an 
analysis of the broad body of archaeological sites previously excavated both locally 
and elsewhere, in conjunction with the historical overview of the study site in 
particular. 
 
The Criteria used to assess Heritage Significance in NSW are the following:  
 
Table 5.1 Criteria for Assessing Heritage in NSW 
 
Criterion Description Significance 

Criterion A An item is important in the course, or 
pattern, of NSW’s or the local area’s 
cultural or natural history 

State significant or 
locally significant 

Criterion B An item has strong or special association 
with the life or works of a person, or 
group of persons, of importance in 
NSW’s or a local area’s cultural or 
natural history 

State significant or 
locally significant 

Criterion C An item is important in demonstrating 
aesthetic characteristics and/or a high 
degree of creative or technical 
achievement in NSW or the local area 

State significant or 
locally significant 

                                                
91 Bickford and Sullivan (1984) 
92 Bickford and Sullivan (1984), p.23-4 
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Criterion Description Significance 

Criterion D An item has strong or special association 
with a particular community or cultural 
group in NSW or a local area for social, 
cultural or spiritual reasons 

State significant or 
locally significant 

Criterion E An item has potential to yield information 
that will contribute to an understanding of 
NSW’s or a local area’s cultural or 
natural history 

State significant or 
locally significant 

Criterion F An item possesses uncommon, rare or 
endangered aspects of NSW’s or a local 
area’s cultural or natural history 

State significant or 
locally significant 

Criterion G An item is important in 
demonstrating the principal 
characteristics of a class of NSW’s 
or a local area’s 
 - cultural or natural places; 
or 
 - cultural or natural environments 

State significant or 
locally significant 

 
The following assessment deals only with sub-surface archaeological features and 
deposits. The built environment is not considered in this study. 
 

5.2 IDENTIFICATION OF SIGNIFICANCE 

Archaeological Research Potential (NSW Heritage Criterion E)  
 
The site, through its archaeological remains, has the potential to yield information 
contributing to an understanding of the cultural history of both Newcastle and NSW. 
Scientific data, in the form of underfloor deposits, yard fills and rubbish pits, that is of 
potential significance is likely to reside on the study site.  
 
The study site has had an increasing range of uses and experienced several mixed 
occupation periods over a prolonged period of time. The convict huts shown from 
around 1812 (for which no historic data, plan or physical evidence is yet known) and 
the subsequent range of uses of the study site, including domestic and commercial 
undertakings, coupled with the gaps uncovered in the history of the development of 
the site, renders it extremely important in answering some of the questions raised 
regarding the early history of Newcastle. This scientific data, potentially present on 
the site, could specifically relate to the early convict period of Newcastle as well as 
the transition of the town to a free settlement and provide information of the 
development of one of the most important streets in Newcastle's history. 
 
Test excavation has revealed that a large portion of the site has been heavily 
truncated, cut down and levelled for later developments which have removed 
archaeological features such as occupation deposits and artefact scatters. These 
features can normally contribute detailed information regarding the occupants of the 
property and the types of commercial enterprises operating. The identification of an 
early 1830s samel brick footing holds potential for further exposure of a significant 
early structure, dependent on its extent and condition. However, the fact that a 20th 
century concrete slab sits above the truncated early footing indicates that the 
deposition associated with the structure has likely been removed, which was 
demonstrated during test excavation. This considerably limits the research potential 
and amount of obtainable information, rendering this structure to be considered 
locally significant. Based on the results of test excavation, the study site is 
considered of potential local significance according to this criterion.  
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Associations with individuals, events or groups of historical importance (NSW 
Heritage Criteria A, B and D) 
 
Through ownership and occupancy, the study site is associated with a number of 
individuals who were influential in the shaping of Newcastle’s business and 
commercial district. These people include Lieutenant James Reid, a prominent local 
political figure and William Croasdill, who was also an active member of the 
Newcastle community. The site was also associated with other significant early 
figures such as Robert Coram Dillin and John Bingle. In the late 19th and early 20th 
century the land was developed by men including John and Mark Reid and 
Alexander Shedden, who shaped the character of the commercial shipping and 
industrial business centre of Newcastle. 
 
Test excavation revealed minimised potential for occupation deposits, which 
significantly removes the opportunity to obtain evidence explicitly related to owners 
and occupants of the study site. In this sense, it is not expected that the study site 
will yield archaeological material providing information about specific occupants or 
commercial enterprises on the site. Furthermore, the site’s occupation and 
relationship to the early convict period can be considered to be of local significance 
to the Newcastle community.  
 
Aesthetic or technical significance (NSW Heritage Criterion C) 
 
The site was not found to be significant under this criterion. It is not expected that 
the study site will be considered significant according to this criterion.  
 
Ability to demonstrate the past through archaeological remains (NSW Heritage 
Criteria A, C, F & G) 
 
The study site itself is unique in Newcastle, having been developed throughout the 
19th century but little throughout the 20th century; documentary evidence suggested 
that the archaeological sensitivity of the site is relatively high. As the site is situated 
within the locus of the initial settlement of Newcastle, it is possible that it contains 
remains from the earliest convict period in Newcastle, and furthermore from the first 
period of its development as a free settlement. As this initial settlement was small, 
and development in the area has been continuous up to the present, such remains 
are both rare and endangered.  
 
It is possible that the site contains archaeological material characteristic of the 
development of the town of Newcastle; from the convict period to small-scale 
residential and business development of the town centre, followed by larger scale 
development associated with the developing commercial character of that area of 
the town. The growth and consolidation of these commercial enterprises and the 
establishment of the Great Northern Chambers, used mainly by companies 
associated with shipping such as Dalgety and Co., have contributed to the 
development of Newcastle. 
 
The exposure of part of a samel brick footing during test excavation confirms the 
presence of early 19th century structures on the study site. If intact, the early 
structure holds the potential to provide information pertaining to the convict period in 
Newcastle, or from the first period of its development as a free settlement. These 
remains are considered to be rare, and based on condition, has the potential to be 
of state significance according to Criterion F. However, test excavation has 
demonstrated the truncated nature of the site and the presence of a 20th century 
concrete slab above the early brick footing indicates that the deposition associated 
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with the structure has been removed and subsequently limits the research potential 
associated with the site and its overall significance.  
 
Evidence for occupation and use of associated yard space during the 19th century 
has been identified through test excavation and includes features such as cesspits, 
however has been truncated by later construction such as concrete paving and the 
later installation of services. The considerable amount of cutting and levelling off the 
ground surface, particularly in the northeast corner of the study site, has significantly 
reduced the potential for remaining relics and associated deposits. It is anticipated 
that the archaeological material, dependent on extent and condition, will of local 
significance according to this Criteria F and G.  
 

5.3 REVISED STATEMENT OF CULTURAL SIGNIFICANCE 

The study site forms part of the original town settlement of Newcastle, having been 
located within the main government district. The establishment of Newcastle as a 
penal settlement saw the employment of convict labour for the construction of both 
public and private buildings. Through archaeological test excavation an 1830s or 
earlier samel brick wall was partly uncovered, demonstrating the early occupation of 
the site. Dependent on extent and condition, the early structure holds potential to 
provide information regarding the early development of the colony and Newcastle 
itself.  
 
The individuals that owned and ran businesses from these early lots are considered 
of local significance to the Newcastle community, especially due to their 
contributions to local politics and commercial enterprises which stimulated the 
economy and became pivotal to the development of Newcastle. However where 
initially perceived that considerable potential exists for intact subsurface profiles 
containing occupation deposits, test excavation has demonstrated that substantial 
truncation has occurred to the site during later developments, including the 
installation of services, cutting and levelling for new footings and concrete slabs. 
The impacts to the study area have rendered any archaeological relics, including 
those formerly of potential state significance, present on the site to be considered of 
local significance, while some archaeological features are neither of local or state 
significance. 
 
At the same time, the potential archaeological remains represent a rare and 
significant early colonial data resource. Dependent on the extent and condition, the 
early samel brick structure may contain rare scientific data for the old town period of 
development, providing archaeological material and information associated with the 
colony’s early European history. The presence of a mid-19th century sandstock 
cesspit further demonstrates continued potential for archaeological material relating 
to the later combined domestic and commercial phases of the study site. The overall 
significance of the site is vested in the integrity, condition, nature and extent of the 
archaeological remains potentially present.  
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6.0 RESEARCH DESIGN: RESPONSE 

AND REVISION 

6.1 RESPONSE TO RESEARCH DESIGN 

The following is a preliminary response to the research design provided in the initial 
archaeological assessment by AMAC Group (May 2009) and has been developed 
based on the Heritage Council of NSW’s Historical Themes in order to guide the 
methodology for the proposed archaeological excavation of the site. The research 
design has been set out in accordance to these themes (Table 6.1). 
 
Table 6.1 Historical Themes concerning the study site 
 

Australian Theme NSW Theme 

1- Tracing the natural evolution of 
Australia 

Environment 

2- Peopling Australia Aboriginal cultures and interactions with 
other cultures 

Convict 

3- Developing local, regional and 
national economies 

Agriculture 

Commerce 

Industry 

4- Building settlements, towns and 
cities 

Towns, suburbs and villages  

Land tenure 

Accommodation 

5- Working Labour 

8- Developing Australia’s cultural life Domestic life 
 
General Questions 

 Is there any evidence of the natural flora and topography of the site that was 

present on the site prior to the European occupation of Newcastle?  

Trench A illustrates the range in the natural topography across the study site. It 
appears that the entire northwest corner has been truncated and cut to a more 
comparable level with the southwest corner of the site for the construction of 
dwellings fronting Watt Street. 
 

 Is there any evidence of Aboriginal occupation of the site, or of the area? 

Any such evidence is protected by the NPW Act. 

One Aboriginal object was found within trench D during archaeological test 
excavation. All works ceased within that trench and the relevant authorities have 
been notified.  
 

 What archaeological evidence is there of the features that are known to have 

existed on the site? 

Test excavation revealed evidence for occupation and use of different portions of 
the study site from the early 19th century onwards. An early convict brick strip footing 
or wall was uncovered within Trench E, located within the rear extension of the 
current standing building at 15 Watt Street. A late 19th-early 20th century concrete 
slab was covering the early convict brick structure, with only a small level of 
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demolition fill and overburden separating the two constructions. The concrete slab 
most likely relates to the development and use of yard space in association with the 
Great Northern Chambers during the later 19th and century, prior to the construction 
of the current extension. The foundations of a sandstock brick cesspit were 
identified within Trench C, which when compared to overlays, fell within yard space 
of Allotment 2 during the majority of the 19th century. A number of dry press brick 
and sandstone square footings were present within the test trenches along Watt 
Street however appears to form part of the footings for the current standing building 
(Great Northern Chambers). Any sandstone footings present across the site would 
predate the dry press brick footings and have likely been reused from the early 
buildings constructed during the mid-19th century and fronting Watt Street. 
 

 What evidence is there of previously unknown features? 

A sandstone surface running parallel with the early convict brick wall was partially 
uncovered within Trench E. As the sandstone surface was on the northern edge of 
the test trench, the extent of the surface could not be determined and therefore it is 
unknown as to the exact function of the surface. Possibilities regarding the function 
may include pavement or earlier sandstone wall belonging to another structure.  
 

 How has the process of development affected earlier remains on the site? 

Test excavation revealed that different impacts have been made to the study site, 
dependent on its location which also significantly dictates the survival of earlier 
remains. For example, the area containing Trench A has experienced large fill 
phases for significant levelling of the site to more than one metre below the current 
ground surface, while the convict period built structures in Trench E were sitting 
immediately below a modern concrete slab. Both Trench B and Trench C have been 
impacted by modern services.  
 

 What information can the relics on the site provide? How does this compare 

to information available from documentary sources? 

Due to the nature of test excavation, limited information can be drawn from the relics 
at present regarding their function, size and relationship within the historical record. 
This question will be better answered following full archaeological excavation of the 
site.  
 
Prior to 1830  
The original convict settlement is known to have been along Watt St (then called 
High or George St). From documentary sources the convicts were known to have 
lived in timber and plaster huts and brick making and stone quarrying were practiced 
in the area. Farming was also necessary to feed the convicts and free settlers 
moving to the early settlement of Newcastle.  
 

 At what level are archaeologically sensitive materials found? 

Archaeologically sensitive materials were found in the form of two structures: an 
early samel brick footing with an adjacent sandstone feature in Trench E and a red 
sandstock brick cesspit in Trench C. The top of the early samel brick footing sat at 
5.95RL, with the sandstone feature at approximately 5.90RL. The highest point of 
the brick cesspit was the wall section running east-west, which sat at 5.31RL.  
 

 What, if any, evidence remains of any domestic residences, either structural 

features such as post holes or artefacts related to domestic or commercial 
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activities? How does this information compare to what is known of the 

convict huts of Parramatta? 

A strip of early convict brick wall and sandstone wall or surface was uncovered 
within Trench E. Due to the constraints, the extent of the early structural remains 
and their relationship to each other is not known. A small amount of artefacts were 
found within adjacent fill [005], however this mixed fill was likely introduced after the 
construction of both structures and the artefacts are unlikely to provided information 
specifically related to the use and occupation of the dwelling or dwellings. 
Insufficient data was obtained during test excavation to allow for comparison with 
early convict period structures in Parramatta.  
 

 What, if any, evidence survives of the action of clearing the land by the first 

European convicts?  

Insufficient data was uncovered during test excavation to be able to answer this 
question.  
 

 Is there any evidence of farming, for example concentrations of grains, 

plough marks and/or equipment?  

No evidence for farming or agricultural use of the land was found during test 
excavation. 
 

 Is there any evidence of industrial activity, for example brick making?  

No evidence for industrial activity was found during test excavation.  
 

 Is there any evidence of continuity in development from the convict 

settlement to the free settlement of Newcastle? 

Insufficient data was uncovered during test excavation to be able to answer this 
question.  
 

 Is there any evidence of the Superintendent’s house or deposits potentially 

associated with this building? 

Insufficient data was uncovered during test excavation to be able to answer this 
question.  
 
1830s and 1840s  
From historic plans it is evident that dwellings had been constructed on the site by 
1830 on both allotments.  
 

 What archaeological evidence is there of the house shown on Allotment 2 in 

the 1830s plan? How does this evidence correlate to what we know of the 

structure from documentary evidence? Is there any evidence to suggest that 

this building was an adaptation of an earlier convict building?  

The structural features found in test trench E may form part of a dwelling present on 
allotment 2 and known from the c1830s plan fronting Watt Street. A strip footing or 
portion of a wall constructed out of convict brick, running east-west, was uncovered 
in trench E. Directly adjacent to the footing and the northern edge of the trench was 
a sandstone surface which when excavated, continued further than the extent of the 
test trench. Test excavation could not determine whether the sandstone surface 
forms another wall footing or rather paving for the convict brick structure. 
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The early plans indicate that the orientation of the dwelling correlates to the direction 
of the wall footings, and the type of materials used are further contemporary to the 
1830s and 1840s. Insufficient data was uncovered to further discuss in detail the 
function of the structure and whether it specifically forms an adaptation of an earlier 
convict building.  
 

 Is there any evidence to suggest when the building was constructed? 

Insufficient data was uncovered during test excavation to be able to suggest a finite 
construction date for the brick structure, and possibly second sandstone structure. 
The dimensions of the bricks (222x105x67mm) are smaller than later standard 
sandstock bricks which would further suggest an early 19th century construction 
date. No maker’s marks or inscriptions were identified on the visible top layer of 
bricks.  
 

 Is there any evidence to suggest why and when this building was 

demolished? 

Insufficient data was uncovered during test excavation to be able to answer this 
question.  
 

 Does the evidence on the site reflect its proximity to the harbour? For 

instance, were seafood’s a major portion of the diet of the occupants of the 

site? Were any of the occupants involved in maritime occupations? 

No occupation deposits were found during test excavation to draw conclusions 
regarding specific dietary patterns of occupants of the site. From the documentary 
evidence obtained during the original archaeological assessment (AMAC Group, 
May 2009), indicates that during the late 19th century a shipping agent named John 
Christian Reid owned allotment 2, although leasing the properties out to tenants. 
Rates records indicate that Reid had an office and garage which he was occupying 
on part of allotment 2 during the 1920s-1940s.  
 

 Do any other features or deposits exist on the site associated with this 

structure or the former Superintendent's house? 

Insufficient data was uncovered during test excavation to be able to answer this 
question.  
 

 Is there any archaeological evidence of the domestic occupation of the 

Allotment 4 during this period? Is there any evidence of the adaptive reuse of 

the site? 

Allotment 4 no longer forms part of the study site for the current development works.  
 
1850s - 1870s  
 
From the rates records and plans it is known that the allotments were continually 
occupied as a combination of commercial and domestic functions. It is clear from 
this documentary evidence that shops had been constructed on both allotments of 
the study site by the mid-1850s.  
 

 What archaeological evidence is there of the shops known to exist on 

Allotment 2 from the 1850s onwards? How does this evidence correlate to 

what we know of the structures from documentary evidence? Is there any 
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evidence to suggest that this building was an adaptation of the earlier 

domestic building?  

Insufficient data was uncovered during test excavation to be able to answer this 
question. No occupation or underfloor deposits were obtained during test excavation 
to specifically discuss the different types of shops or trades occurring on Allotment 
2.  
 

 Council rates from the 1860s suggest that two of the shops on Allotment 2 

were used as a butchery and bakery; is there any evidence of these 

industries? Is there any evidence of the cabinet maker or sail maker that also 

used the site? Is there evidence to suggest what the other shops were used 

for?  

Insufficient data was uncovered during test excavation to be able to answer this 
question.  
 

 Is there any evidence for the domestic dwellings associated with these 

shops? 

Insufficient data was uncovered during test excavation to be able to answer this 
question.  
 

 Council rates from the 1860s also suggest that there was a brick warehouse 

and timber house on the site; is there any remains of these buildings? How 

do these buildings relate to those shown on plans from the 1850s? 

No evidence for a timber structure was found during test excavation. The only 
evidence for structures found during test excavation occurred in test trench E, at the 
rear section of the present building on 15 Watt Street. Of the portions excavated, it 
appears that the structure (or structures) dates to the early 19th century. It is 
possible that this structure may have been reused at a later point in time, however 
the direct lack of sufficient data such as the full dimensions of the structure does not 
allow for conclusions to be made.  
 

 Is there any evidence of the shops that were standing on Allotment 4 from as 

early as the 1850s? What can be learnt about the types of businesses that 

used these premises from this period? 

Allotment 4 no longer forms part of the study site for the current development works.  
 

 Does the use of the site reflect the changing fortunes of Newcastle, 

supposedly a town in decline from the 1830s, and then enjoying a 

renaissance from the 1860s? 

Insufficient data was uncovered during test excavation to be able to answer this 
question.  
 
1880s  
 
As mentioned above, rates and plans indicate that the study area was primarily 
commercial. The rates and plans again show building changes with the construction 
of the Great Northern Chambers. 
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 Is there any evidence to suggest that the building adjoining the Great 

Northern Chambers in the 1886 plan on Allotment 2 represents a 

modification of the earlier shops?  

Insufficient data was uncovered during test excavation to be able to answer this 
question. A few sandstone and dry press brick footings were found among the areas 
opened in trench A and D, which may have been from the earlier dwelling 
constructions and reused for the later construction.  
 

 What evidence is there of the commercial use of the site in this period? 

Insufficient data was uncovered during test excavation to be able to answer this 
question.  
 

 Do any occupational deposits, such as underfloor deposits exist from this 

period? 

No occupation deposits were found among any of the test trenches.  
 

 Do any relics remain of the outbuildings shown at the rear of the Great 

Northern Chambers in the plan from 1886?  

Evidence for a cesspit was found within the eastern half of test trench C, although 
this does not fall within the location of the rear area of the Great northern Chambers 
based on the 1886 plan.  
 
1890s  
 
Few major changes occurred to the site in the last part of the 19th century however 
several new outbuildings had been constructed at the rear for use by different 
businesses.  
 

 What evidence is there of the commercial use of the site in this period? 

Insufficient data was uncovered during test excavation to be able to answer this 
question.  
 

 Does any evidence remain of the outbuildings present on plans of the site 

from the 1890s? What were these buildings constructed of and how were 

they used? 

 
Post 1890s 
 

 How have later developments on the site affected the earlier remains? 

Dependent on the area, it appears that certain parts of the site have been cut down, 
removing a large proportion of the earlier structures which once fronted Watt Street. 
The redeposited natural soil profile in Test Trench A presented no evidence for 
structural remains and limited amounts of artefacts were present, suggesting that 
the area had been considerably cleared prior to the construction of the current 
building. Test trenches B and C also demonstrated areas of disturbance due to the 
excavation of modern services and channels. At the same time, other portions of the 
site, such as test trench D, exhibited less fill layers in the stratigraphic profile, 
encompassing only a small layer of mixed demolition fill and overburden prior to 
having been covered by a concrete slab during later development.  
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6.2 REVISED RESEARCH DESIGN 

Following the results of test excavation, additional research design questions 
specifically related to the archaeological relics and features found have been added 
to extend the original research design.  
 

 Does the sandstone surface adjacent to the early convict brick wall or footing 

form part of another wall or part of a pathway or paved surface?  

 

 Is there any evidence to suggest whether the sandstone structure was 

constructed earlier, later or contemporaneously to the adjacent convict brick 

structure?  

 

 Does any evidence of deposits exist to suggest the exact function and use of 

the early convict built structure?  

 

 Is there any further evidence to suggest when the structure was 

constructed?  

 

 It is not known whether the early convict brick structure was constructed 

specifically utilising convict labour or merely constructed using convict era 

bricks. Has any further evidence been found to indicate whether the structure 

was convict built?  

 

 Based on the results of Test trench A, it appears that the immediate 

surrounding areas containing earlier buildings had been truncated or 

wholesale removed for the construction of the current building (Great 

Northern Chambers). On wider investigation, do any archaeological features 

or relics remain in the area fronting Watt Street pertaining to the 1850s 

buildings?  

 

 Do any ephemeral features, such as postholes, exist demonstrating 

evidence for any early timber structures on the site?  

 

 Do any occupation deposits or artefact scatters exist on any part of the site 

to demonstrate the commercial nature of the site (i.e. - evidence for a 

butcher, fruiterer, cabinet maker, bakery, sail maker)?  

 

 The concrete slab identified underneath the rear 20th century extension at 

15 Watt Street demonstrates the development and changing use of yard 

space of Allotment 2. Does any other physical evidence exist to demonstrate 

the altering use of yard space over time? 
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7.0 PERMIT COMPLIANCE 

Test excavation at 11-15 Watt Street, Newcastle was completed under 
permit 2009/s140/12. The conditions of test excavation are detailed 
below. 
 

1. This permit covers the removal of locally significant relics in the 
location of the six test trenches, identified in Archaeological 
Assessment, Research Design, Excavation Methodology and 
Heritage Impact Statement by AMAC Archaeological, only.  

 
No relics were removed in any of the test trenches during archaeological 
test excavation.  
 

2. This permit does not cover the removal of any State significant 
relics.  
 

No relics were removed in any of the test trenches during archaeological 
test excavation.  
 

3. The Heritage Council of NSW must approve any substantial 
deviations from the approved research design in ‘Archaeological 
Assessment, Research Design, Excavation Methodology and 
Heritage Impact Statement’ by AMAC Archaeological, May 2009, 
including extent and techniques of excavations, as an application 
for the variation or revocation of permit under section 144 of the 
‘Heritage Act, 1977’. 
 

No deviations were made from the approved research design by the 
Heritage Council of NSW.  
 

4. The Applicant must ensure that if substantial intact archaeological 
deposits and/or State significant relics not identified in the 
‘Archaeological Assessment, Research Design, Excavation 
Methodology and Heritage Impact Statement’ by AMAC 
Archaeological, May 2009, are discovered, work must cease in the 
affected area(s) and the Heritage Branch (now Heritage Division) 
contacted for advice. Additional assessment and approval may be 
required prior to continuing in the affected area(s) based on the 
nature of the discovery.  
 

All archaeological relics and structures uncovered during test excavation 
have been identified in the original archaeological assessment.  
 

5. In the event that the archaeological testing reveals that 
archaeological remains of State significance are located within the 
site, and those remains will be negatively impacted by the future 
works, adequate mitigation strategies, including the potential for in 
situ retention of the State significant relics must be addressed and 
discussed with the Heritage Branch, Department of Planning (now 
Heritage Division) in light of the findings from the archaeological 
testing.  
 

Archaeological remains of potential state significance were found during 
test excavation. Refer to Section 3.0 for specific information.  
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6. The Heritage Branch (now Heritage Division) must be informed of 

the commencement and completion of the archaeological program 
at least 5 days prior to the commencement and within 5 days of 
the completion of work on site.  
 

The Heritage Division was notified prior to the commencement of 
archaeological test excavation through email communication.  
 

7. The Applicant must ensure that the nominated Excavation Director 
is present at the site supervising all archaeological fieldwork 
activity.  
 

The Excavation Director, Martin Carney, was present on site during all 
fieldwork activities.  
 

8. The Applicant must ensure that the nominated Excavation Director 
takes adequate steps to record in detail relics, structures and 
features discovered on the site during the archaeological works in 
accordance with the approved research design and current best 
practice guidelines.  
 

All test trenches were substantially recorded on site including context 
sheets, photography, scaled plans and levels (refer to section 3.0) in 
correlation with the approved research design and guidelines.  
 

9. The Applicant must ensure that the site under archaeological 
investigation is made secure and that the unexcavated artefacts, 
structures and features are not subject to deterioration, damage or 
destruction during and after fieldwork.  
 

The site was secure during archaeological test excavation and the test 
trenches were backfilled following the completion of archaeological 
excavations.  
 

10. The Applicant is responsible for the safe-keeping of all relics 
recovered from the site in a secure environment.  
 

All artefacts and samples were taken offsite at the completion of 
archaeological investigations and have been temporarily stored with 
AMAC Group until the completion of archaeological excavations at the 
site.  
 

11.  The Applicant must ensure that if artefacts are left in situ, a 
suitably qualified conservator is contracted for advice regarding 
appropriate preservation methods to ensure the long term survival 
of the relics left in the ground.  
 

On completion of test excavation, all five trenches were covered with large 
sheets of suitable plastic prior to being backfilled to the current ground 
level. This ensured that all exposed in situ structures and features were 
adequately covered using appropriate methods to ensure long term 
preservation and survival.  
 

12. The Applicant must ensure that the nominated Excavation Director 
cleans, stabilises, identifies, labels, catalogues and stores any 
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artefacts uncovered from the site in a way that allows them to be 
retrieved according to both type and provenance.  
 

All artefacts were cleaned, labelled and will be catalogued into a database 
with the artefacts collected at the completion of full archaeological 
excavation.  
 

13. The Heritage Council and the Heritage Branch (now Heritage 
Division) reserve the right to inspect the site and records at all 
times and access any relics recovered from the site.  
 

All records and artefacts are currently stored with AMAC Group.  
 

14. In accordance with section 146(b) of the ‘NSW Heritage Act 1977’, 
the Applicant must ensure that the final report is prepared by the 
nominated Excavation Director, to publication standard, within one 
year of the completion of the field based archaeological activity 
unless an extension of time is approved by the Heritage Council of 
NSW. One electronic copy of the final report must be submitted as 
a pdf document on CD to the Heritage Branch (now the Heritage 
Division) together with two printed copies of the final report. A 
further copy must be lodged with the local library or another 
appropriate local repository in the area in which the site is located.  
 

Two hardcopies of this document and one electronic copy have been 
submitted to the Heritage Division.  
 

15. The Heritage Council of NSW requires, as stated in section 146(b), 
that the final report shall include:  
i) An executive summary 
Refer to page … of this document 
ii) Due credit to the client paying for the excavation on the title 

page 
Refer to the cover of this document. 
iii) An accurate site location and site plan 
Refer to Section 3.0 of this document. 
iv) Historical research, reference and bibliography 
Refer to Section 2.0 and 8.0 of this document. 
v) Detailed information on the excavation including the aim, 

the context for the excavation, procedures, analysis, 
treatment of artefacts (cleaning, conserving, sorting, 
cataloguing, labelling, scale drawings, photographs, 
repository) 

Refer to Section 3.0 of this document. 
vi) Nominated repository for the items 
The artefact are currently under safe-keeping by AMAC Group 
until the completion of full archaeological excavation.  
vii) Detailed response to research questions 
Refer to Section 5.0 of this document 
viii) Details of how this information about this excavation has 

been publicly disseminated 
Refer to Section 7.0 of this document.  
 

16.  The Applicant must ensure that the report that discusses the 
results of the archaeological testing also includes a detailed 
response to the proposed research questions. This should include 
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a revised assessment of the significance of the site based upon 
the response to the research questions. The report should also 
indicate whether the archaeological remains surviving here merit 
any further investigation or what other measures and strategies 
should be adopted for future works at 11-15 Watt Street, 
Newcastle.  

 
This document forms an interim report containing the results of 
archaeological test excavation at 11-15 Watt Street, Newcastle. Section 
3.0 of this report discusses results of test excavation. Section 5.0 contains 
preliminary responses to the Research Design questions outlined in the 
initial assessment (May 2009) have been addressed, along with the 
incorporation of new research questions based on the results of test 
excavation. Section 6.0 contains a revised assessment of significance and 
Section 7.0 details results and recommendations for mitigation of the 
current development.  
 

17. The Applicant must ensure that should any Aboriginal objects be 
uncovered, excavation or disturbance of the area is to stop 
immediately and the Environmental Protection and Regulation 
Division of the Department of Environment and Climate Change is 
to be informed in accordance with Section 91 of the National Parks 
and Wildlife Act, 1974.  

 
One Aboriginal object was identified on site in Trench D. On discovery of 
the object, work ceased in this trench and the relevant authorities notified 
by Benjamin Streat, of Streat Archaeological Services, who is now 
completing Aboriginal assessments of the site.  
 

18. This permit is valid for five years from the date of approval. 
Requests for extensions after this time will only be considered in 
writing.  

 
Archaeological test excavation was completed within the validity period of 
the approved permit.  
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8.0 ARCHAEOLOGICAL EXCAVATION 

METHODOLOGY 

6.1 INTRODUCTION 

Archaeological test excavation has confirmed the presence of archaeological 
material pertaining to the early 19th century domestic and commercial occupation of 
the site, and mid to late 19th century redevelopments. Evidence for occupation and 
use of the site included an early 1830s samel brick footing and late 19th century 
sandstock brick cesspit. Test excavation further revealed the truncated and 
disturbed nature of the site through extensive levelling processes, particularly in the 
northwest corner of the site, and other intrusive features such as the installation of 
modern services during the 20th century. These later modifications appear to have 
removed the potential for occupation deposits or deposition related to the early 
structures on the site. It is perceived that any remaining relics on the study site are 
considered of local significance.  
 
For these reasons, it is proposed to archaeologically excavate and record any 
surviving relics of the 19th century buildings and features, in advance of the 
proposed redevelopment of the site in order to mitigate the archaeological heritage 
impact of this development. Should these remains be limited to structural relics, 
such as foundations without archaeological deposition which were identified during 
test excavation, these will be recorded and photographed with their removal 
monitored. The proposed excavation will follow the methodology set out below and 
any requirements for the salvage of aboriginal objects as posed in the Aboriginal 
Cultural Heritage Assessment (currently in production). The methodology is also 
guided by the research design (see Section 6.0). 
 
Should intact soil profiles be found, these will be recorded and sampled 
appropriately with the possibility of further scientific analysis. 
 
In accordance with evidence provided by the documentary data and archaeological 
test excavation of the site, the following programme and methodology are set out to 
maximise archaeological data retrieval with appropriate team and excavation 
methodology. Maximisation of data retrieval is critical in compliance with 
archaeological excavation permits. 
 
The excavation team will be made up of qualified archaeologists, utilised as required 
by finds. In addition, a qualified and experienced driver will be required to operate a 
mechanical excavator. The archaeological programme and methodology will be 
explained in detail to the team by the archaeological excavation director. This will 
include outlining the history of the site and the relics expected. A copy of the 
assessment and the permit issued by the Heritage Division will be made readily 
available on site for workers to consult. 
 
6.1.1 AMAC Mitigation Policy 

Unless endangered by elements not controllable (decay, subsidence etc.) it is 
generally considered that relics are safest if left unexcavated; if this is not possible 
then partial retention should be considered (excavating the remainder), and failing 
this they should be fully excavated and recorded. Any excavation work must be 
conducted to the highest standard under a permit issued by the Heritage Council of 
NSW. 
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If nil impact is not possible, then controlled full, partial and test excavation is vastly 
superior to the destruction of archaeological sites. Each of these methods preserves 
and causes the recording of the data inherent in the archaeological resource. Sites 
or relics that have ceased to exist or have substantially lost integrity provide little or 
no scope for mitigation. 
 

6.2 MONITORING OF DEMOLITION AND REMOVAL OF FILL 

It is proposed that the building demolition be carried out to the level of the footings 
before the archaeological work commences. The demolition must be carried out in 
such a way as to minimise impact on the foundations and the underlying ground, 
and minimise the impact on any surviving relics. The archaeologist should be 
consulted about the method of demolition. Once the demolition has reached the 
level of the footings, an archaeologist should be present on site to establish 
protocols for archaeological supervision and attendance or if required guide the 
remainder of the work. 
 
The archaeologist must be on site to supervise all excavation with the possibility of 
revealing archaeological relics. The excavation will be carried out according to the 
direction of the archaeologist. Any archaeological excavation will be carried out 
according to current best practice and in terms of the methodology set out here and 
required under permit conditions.93 
 
Where a mechanical excavator is used it must have a flat or mud bucket, rather than 
a toothed bucket, in order to maintain a clean excavated surface. In general, any 
machinery used will move backwards, working from a slab surface, in order not to 
damage any exposed archaeological relics. The soil will be removed in layers, with 
no more than one context, such as topsoil, being removed at one time. This will 
allow any relics to be identified and recorded, and preserved if necessary. 
 

6.3 EXCAVATION 

Should any significant archaeological relics (see Section 5.0) be found during the 
excavation of the site, excavation will cease while these are investigated. If the relics 
are found to be of State significance, or otherwise outside the range of relics 
predicted in the assessment of the site, excavation will cease while the Heritage 
Division is notified. Additional archaeological assessment or evaluation and Heritage 
Division liaison/approval may be required to deal with any such find.  
 
All other relics found will be recorded, and excavated by hand (or where possible 
machine) to the extent that they will be destroyed by the proposed development. All 
works will be carried out in compliance with the permit issued for such works by the 
Heritage Division of the Office of Environment and Heritage, on behalf of the 
Heritage Council of NSW. 
 
Samples will be taken of any earlier topsoils, of soils within features such as pits or a 
well, and of occupation deposits especially those from the 19th century occupation of 
the site. Samples will also be taken of any building materials, such as bricks and 
mortar found. Any occupation deposits and fills of features such as pits will be 
sieved, and all artefacts will be retained, with the exception of building materials, 
which will be sampled. A sample square will be sieved for any yard deposit which 
covers a large area. This is considered unlikely for this site. 
 

                                                
93 NSW Department of Planning and Heritage Council of NSW (2006). 
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Should any archaeological relics be uncovered, but not removed, in the process of 
excavation, these will be recorded. They should be covered with a semi-permeable 
membrane, such as bidum, before construction. Should the proposed development 
require any plantings in the areas of retained archaeological remains, these should 
be restricted to small plants and not include trees, as significant root growth may 
disturb the retained remains. This is considered unlikely for this site. 
 
The relics that are potential are identified at this time as yards pits and scatters, 
occupation deposits, postholes footings and foundations (industrial, plant, 
commercial and domestic), cesspits and former services. These relics in the form of 
internally coherent discrete deposition or integral form will be archaeologically 
excavated and recorded. 
 

6.4 RECORDING 

Any archaeological relics found and excavated will be recorded in three ways. A 
written description of each feature and context will be made using printed context 
sheets. A Harris Matrix will be formulated in order to record the relationship of all 
contexts found. A scaled plan will be made of the site and of each feature found, 
and levels will be taken as part of this process. The site and features will also be 
recorded photographically, according to current Heritage Division guidelines. 
Recording of the site will be carried out according to Heritage Division guidelines.94 

 

6.5 ANALYSIS AND FINAL REPORTING 

Artefacts from the excavation will be cleaned and catalogued, and placed in labelled 
bags according to their catalogue number. The artefacts, in boxes, will be returned 
to the property owner for safe-keeping (as per the permit conditions). 
 
The scope and extent of reporting is linked directly to the nature, extent and 
complexity of site finds and a ratio of 1:1 for site time should be expected as a 
starting point to complete reporting in terms of Heritage Division Guidelines, the 
Methodology proposed and permit conditions. The time frame will move up or down 
relative to the extant and complexity of material. 
 
A final report on the archaeological work on the site will be prepared in compliance 
with the Heritage Division permit. This will include an analysis of the results of the 
work, a response to the research design given above, so far as the results allow, 
and a comparison with the results of similar sites in the local area, where possible. 
Additional research may also be conducted in response to the finds of excavation. 
The report will be submitted to the NSW Heritage Division, which will sign-off on the 
site, should it be satisfied that the approval conditions have been met. 
 
6.5.1 Artefact Storage 

At the completion of the programme a suitable storage facility will be nominated by 
the applicant (according to the conditions of the notification) in which to store the 
boxed and labelled artefacts retained from the excavations, according to the terms 
of the permit conditions. 

                                                
94 NSW Heritage Office (1998) and (2001, revised 2006). 
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9.0 RESULTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

9.1 RESULTS 

9.1.1 Documentary Research 

The study site is located within a key section of the original 1804-1824 town. 
Research shows that these areas of central Newcastle has consistently been 
utilised for domestic and commercial use since the initial grants were allocated in 
1823. There has been a commercial focus since the initial development and, in the 
early phases, some record of domestic residences as well.  
 
Prior to 1823 the land was used as part of the convict settlement area, and as such 
makes the archaeological potential valuable. The burgeoning development of a 
commercial centre and industrial expansion of Newcastle, which Watt St had a 
pivotal role in, is reflected in the type and number of building modifications and uses 
of the site illustrated in early maps, plans and rates records.  
 
The site was developed consistently throughout the 19th century within the 
framework of the new town grid. 20th century development on the site, with one 
exception, was limited to refurbishment and modernising of the façade. Investigation 
shows that the location of these areas near the harbour and in a commercially 
receptive area helped secure the survival of the commercial district despite 
economic pressures and changes in ownership.  
 
9.1.2 Summary of Test Excavation Results  

Five test trenches were opened and excavated in order to identify the condition and 
extent of intact remains present across the study site. Of the five trenches 
excavated, two contained structures which were known from overlays of historical 
plans. Trench C presented evidence for a 1890s sandstock brick cesspit, while 
Trench E contained a 1830s or earlier samel brick footing and un-bonded sandstone 
feature. Both the sandstone feature and brick footing continued past the fringes of 
Trench E, and it could not be determined as to whether the sandstone feature 
formed a separate wall footing or part of a pavement or path for associated yard 
space.  
 
The lack of archaeological material within Trench A and the excavated soil profile 
illustrates the truncated nature and significant cut and levelling processes which 
have occurred primarily in the northwest corner of the study site, which is believed to 
have once formed part of a hillock. The topography of the site, sloping north-south 
towards Scott Street, has further led to other cut and levelling phases to other parts 
of the site to allow for the construction of the Great Northern Chambers in the late 
19th century which encompassed the entire Watt Street frontage. The extensive 
amount of modern services within Trench B and Trench C further demonstrate that a 
large proportion of the site has been disturbed by later developments, affecting the 
overall condition and integrity of archaeological material on the site. 
 
Minimal artefacts were found across all test trenches and all were within fill layers. 
No insitu occupation deposits or artefact scatters, potentially providing information 
relating to specific occupants of each dwelling, were found on site. An Aboriginal 
object was found within a grey sandy deposit [405] on the surface of Test Trench D. 
Further excavation work ceased in this trench following the discovery.  
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Based on the results obtained from test excavation, it is perceived that the study site 
retains a low to moderate archaeological potential for relics associated with the early 
19th century building. Documentary evidence suggests that the mid-19th century 
buildings fronting Watt Street were constructed from timber and based on the 
truncated nature of the site, it can be suggested that there remains low potential for 
archaeological material associated with this occupation period. Low to moderate 
potential also exists for material relating to the utilisation of yard space during 
occupation phases across the 19th century.  
 
9.1.3 Revised Significance 

Through archaeological test excavation an 1830s or earlier samel brick footing was 
partly uncovered, demonstrating the early occupation of the site. Dependent on 
extent and condition, the early structure holds potential to provide information 
regarding the early development of the colony and Newcastle itself. Where initially 
perceived that considerable potential exists for intact subsurface profiles containing 
occupation deposits, test excavation has demonstrated that substantial truncation 
has occurred to the site during later developments, including the installation of 
services, cutting and levelling for new footings and concrete pavements. The 
impacts to the study area have rendered any archaeological features, including 
those formerly of potential state significance, present on the site to be considered of 
local significance, while some will be neither of local or state significance. 
 
At the same time, the potential archaeological remains represent a rare and 
significant early colonial data resource. Potential deposition associated with the 
early samel brick structure may contain rare scientific data for the old town period of 
development and the colony’s early European history. The presence of a mid-19th 
century sandstock cesspit further demonstrates continued potential for 
archaeological material relating to the later combined domestic and commercial 
phases of the study site. The overall significance of the site is vested in the integrity, 
condition, nature and extent of the archaeological remains potentially present.  
 

9.2 RECOMMENDATIONS 

It is recommended that this report be submitted to the Heritage Division 
accompanying an application for an S140 Excavation Permit. Under the auspices of 
this permit, it is proposed that a combination of monitoring and comprehensive 
excavation where required take place on the study site following the methodology 
provided in this report (Section 8.0), with the view of collecting data in order to 
answer the research questions posed in Section 6.0. Any works carried out at the 
site should be compliant with the conditions of the permit provided by the Heritage 
Council of NSW.  
 
If any relics are found to be of State significance, or otherwise outside the range of 
relics predicted in the assessment of the site, excavation will cease while the 
Heritage Division is notified. Additional archaeological assessment or evaluation and 
Heritage Division liaison/approval may be required to deal with any such find. 
 

9.3 STATEMENT OF ARCHAEOLOGICAL HERITAGE IMPACT 

The current development, as proposed, will see the excavation of a basement level 
at 11-15 Watt Street; such work would remove any potential local and State 
significant relics should they exist. Excavation of any ground surface area for 
services will also have a significant impact to potential subsurface archaeological 
deposits associated with 11-15 Watt St, Newcastle.  
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Test excavation has revealed a low to moderate potential for intact archaeological 
material across the study site. Based on the inclusion of a basement level in the 
proposed development, any surviving archaeological material will be removed 
during excavation for the basement. Full archaeological excavation has been 
proposed as an appropriate method of further identifying and exposing potentially 
locally significant archaeological relics present on the site. This will have a positive 
heritage outcome as all relics will be identified, recorded and planned, using 
archaeological methods approved by the Heritage Division, prior to being removed.  
 
If archaeological relics considered to be of potential State significance are identified 
during full excavation, works will cease in this area of the site and the Heritage 
Division will be notified prior to any further work commencing.  
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11.0 APPENDICES 
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11.1 HERITAGE BRANCH EXCAVATION PERMIT 
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11.2 UNIT LIST 

 

 
 

Unit 
Trench Description 

200 B Wooden floorboard 

201 B Overburden 

203 B (E-W) negative interface? 

204 B Cut (N-S) 

205 B Cut (NW-SE) 

206 B Natural loam topsoil – Killingworth A1 

207 B Grey clean natural (A2) ( in Sondage 1) 

208 B White compact accretion 

209 B Grey clay mixed fill 

210 B Mixed loam & clay fill in [205] Sondage 1 
(redeposited A1 [206]) 

211 B Redeposited A1 loam fill in [204] Sondage 1 

212 B Fill in [214] not fully excavated ( see [203]) 

213 B Possible pipe service - unexcavated 

214 B Cut (E-W) below [203] & filled with [212] 

215 B Terracotta segmented pipe pieces 

216 B Ditch ( negative interface/ cut) for [215] 

217 B Ceramic service pipe SE corner Trench B 
 
  

Unit Trench Description 

100 A Timber Floor 

101 A Overburden/ Clean up 

102 A Grey deposit southern end 

103 A Cinder coal fill 

104 A Demolition fill 

105 A Mortar & yellow sand fill (southern end) 

106 A Yellow – brown compact clay (with demo fill) 
under [105] = [108] 

107 A Yellow – brown sandy fill under [106] southern 
end 

108 A Compact brown – orange mixed fill [108] 

109 A Orange – yellow sand fill with patches of orange 
clay 

110 A Yellow/orange – brown compact clay with small 
brick? inclusions (across whole trench) 

111 A Clay yellow – white (interface? with material 
pressed in) 

112 A Clean clay yellow – white = B horizon 
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Unit Trench Description 

400 D Deposit – structural debris 

401 D Clean – surface of  after removal of [400] 

402 D Fill of [404] ( floor bearer) 

403 D Brick pier ( floor bearer) 

404 D Cut for [403] 

405 D Deposit – possibly disturbed surface of natural 

406 D Bearer pier ( not excavated) 

407 D Soil – appears to be natural topsoil 
 

Unit Trench Description 

001 E Loose dust, wood off cut shavings 

002 E Slab 

003 E Clean below [002] 

004 E Brick wall, mustard mortar 

005 E Modified A1 

006 E Sandstone feature 

007 E Floor 

008 E Cut for [004] 

009 E Fill in [008] 

010  E Modified A1 around [006] 
 

Unit Trench Description 

300 C Floor 

301 C Clay fill 

302 C Service 

303 C Cut (for service [302]?) 

304 C Fill in cut [303] 

305 C Service below [301] 

306 C Cut for service [305] 

307 C Fill for [306] 

308 C Clean clay (natural) SW corner 

309 C Loose pipe lengths on surface 

310 C Overburden/ clean up (western trench) 

311 C Overburden in eastern part of trench 

312 C Overburden in channel [313] 

313 C Channel running N-S 

314 C Brick cesspit 

315 C Clay fill in [314] 

316 C Sand below [315] 

317 C Cement bearer 
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11.3 PHOTOGRAPHIC REGISTER 

Digital  
Frame 

Trench Description Facing Date 

9242 - - General shot showing part of Trench A Var. 2.6.14 

9243-51 B Start-up shots NE “ 

9252-53 D Start-up shots S “ 

9254-55 D Start-up shots W “ 

9256-57 A Start-up shots W “ 

9258-59 A Start-up shots – northern end of trench S “ 

9260-63 B Start-up shots – after clean up N “ 

9264-65 A Start-up shots – after clean S “ 

9266-67 A General shot without board S “ 

9268-71 A Unit [104] E “ 

9272-75 C Start-up shots E “ 

9276-79 C Start-up shots W “ 

9280-86 C Start-up shots – after clean E “ 

9287-91 C Start-up shots – after clean W “ 

9292-93 D Start-up shots – after clean S “ 

9294-95 D Start-up shots – after clean E “ 

9296-97 D Start-up shots – after clean E “ 

9298-9303 C Start-up shot showing test pit location E “ 

9304-05 B Units [203], [204], [205] NE “ 

9306-15 B Units [203], [204], [205] N “ 

9316-19 D Unit [405] S “ 

9320-24 D Detail of Aboriginal object in [405] S “ 

9325-33 C Final ( wrong date and wrong north arrow) E 3.6.14 

9334-39 C Final ( correct date and north arrow) E “ 

9340-44 C Final W “ 

9345-49 B Sondage 1 N “ 

9350-53 B Sondage 1 W “ 
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Digital  
Frame 

Trench Description Facing Date 

9354-55 B Sondage 1 N “ 

9356-58 B Sondage 2 N “ 

9359-60 B Sondage 2 W 3.6.14 

9361-64 B Sondage 1 & 2 NE “ 

9365-67 B General showing Sondage 1 & 2 Var. “ 

9368-73 A Final S “ 

9374-81 A Final N “ 

9382-85 A Final – showing sondage SW “ 

9386-87 A Final without photo stick SW “ 

9388-89 A Final without photo stick SW “ 

9390-91 A Southern section of sondage S “ 

9392-99 A Final NW “ 

9400-01 A Final E “ 

9402-08 C General shots of trench W “ 

9411-20 C Final E “ 

9421-24 C Final – overall of cesspits & walls with western section of trench E “ 

9425-29 C Final W “ 

9430-31 C Final – detail of walls  W “ 

9432-40 C Final W “ 

9441-47 C Final E “ 

9448-53 C Overall final E “ 

9454-55 B  Showing Sondage 1 & 2 (general)  Var. “ 

9456-64 B Final N “ 

9465-68 B Final E “ 

9469-70 E Start E 4.6.14 

9471-72 E Start S “ 

9473-75 E Final E “ 

9476-78 E Final [004] + [005] detail E “ 

9479-82 E Final [004] + [005] detail S “ 
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Digital  
Frame 

Trench Description Facing Date 

9483-84 E Final W “ 

9485-86 E Final [004] + [005] detail W “ 

9487-88 E Final – close up/ general [004] + [005]  - “ 

9489-90 B Close trench with/ without plastic E “ 
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11.4 ARTEFACT CATALOGUE 

 Description 

 

Trench A - [103] 
 
Artefacts 
collected from 
unit [103], 
including plaster 
fragments with 
remnant blue 
paint and 
corroded nail or 
bolt fragments.  
 
AMAC Group 
(2014, digital 
9771) 

 

Trench A – [111] 
 
Artefacts 
collected from 
unit [111], 
including an 
almost complete 
small tooth and 
larger bone 
fragment.  
 
AMAC Group 
(2014, digital 
9778) 
 
 
 
 

 

Trench B – [201] 
 
Large animal 
bone fragment.  
 
AMAC Group 
(2014, digital 
9780) 
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Trench B – [210] 
 
Artefacts 
collected from 
unit [210], 
including small 
animal bone 
fragments, course 
earthenware 
ceramic fragment, 
fine earthenware 
or porcelain 
fragment, shells 
and a base 
fragment of a light 
green tint glass 
bottle.  
 
AMAC Group 
(2014, digital 
9784) 

 

Trench B – [212] 
 
Artefacts 
collected from 
unit [212], 
including small 
and medium 
sized animal 
bone fragments, 
shell, olive glass 
fragment and 
transfer print 
ceramic 
fragments.  
 
AMAC Group 
(2014, digital 
9786) 
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Trench C – [311] 
 
Artefacts 
collected from 
unit [311], 
including glass 
window pane 
fragments, coarse 
earthenware 
fragments, clay 
smoking pipe 
fragments and a 
small blue 
transfer print 
fragment.  
 
AMAC Group 
(2014, digital 
9795) 

 

Trench C – [311]  
 
Dry-press brick 
sample from unit 
[311].  
 
AMAC Group 
(2014, digital 
9798) 

 

Trench C – [312] 
 
Fragment from a 
fine earthenware 
teacup, and 
green tint glass 
fragment.  
 
AMAC Group 
(2014, digital 
9801) 
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Trench D – [405] 
 
Aboriginal object 
found within 
deposit [405] 
following initial 
clean OF Trench 
D.  
 
AMAC Group 
(2014, digital 
9818) 

 

Trench D – [401] 
 
Artefacts 
collected from 
unit [401], 
including ceramic 
clay pipe 
fragments, olive 
green glass 
fragments, plastic 
wire cap and blue 
transfer print 
fragments.  
 
AMAC Group 
(2014, digital 
9824) 

 

Trench D – [403] 
 
Sample of a brick 
pier found within 
Trench D, 
constructed from 
sandstock brick 
and bonded with 
mineral lime 
mortar.  
 
AMAC Group 
(2014, digital 
9841) 
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Trench E – [003] 
 
Aboriginal object 
identified within 
Trench E during 
clean.  
 
AMAC Group 
(2014, digital 
9805) 
 
 

 

Trench E – [005] 
 
Artefacts 
collected from fill 
[005], including 
corroded nail and 
bolt fragments, 
shell, animal 
bone fragments, 
small brick 
fragments and 
ceramic 
fragments.  
 
AMAC Group 
(2014, digital 
9813) 

 

Trench E – [002] 
 
Sample of 
concrete slab 
[002] 
 
AMAC Group 
(2014, digital 
9815) 
 
 

 
 


